Using pricing to optimise income and access
Tim Baker, Baker Richards Consulting, and Melanie Brooker, City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra (CBSO)
This session will give an overview of pricing strategy and the review process: Melanie
Brooker will talk about the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra (CBSO) as a case
study of a pricing review, and I will focus on pricing theory.
Baker Richards Consulting has carried out pricing review work all over the UK, mainly with
larger arts organisations, but there is also a less-complex pricing offering for smaller
organisations, such as the Gardner Arts Centre in Brighton. The pricing work is essentially
focused on generating income, and in the past few years over £1million has been put into
the arts economy by Baker Richards.
Having said that, pricing strategy is not simply about generating greater income. Pricing is
essentially a ‘neutral’ discipline, so it depends what you want to do with it – either
maximising income, or promoting accessibility. It’s also very flexible – there are hundreds of
variables you can adjust to achieve your objectives. Finally, it must be pointed out that it
keeps working. Changes to pricing strategy are structural, so they carry on working year
after year, unlike, for example, audience development campaigns which need repeating.
This presentation will start with an introduction to pricing theory and the influences on it. It
will then move on to the fundamental issue of understanding value. There will be a
discussion of the variables you can use to differentiate prices, then the CBSO case study,
after which we will talk about the question of discounting and whether it is a good idea or not
– I’ll talk through the pros and cons of discounting, taking into consideration concessions
policies and how you price for, e.g., disabled people.
In terms of pricing strategy, there are essentially only three approaches. Firstly there’s what
we call ‘skim pricing’, which is basically setting higher prices than the market, in the
knowledge that you’re appealing to a small sector, but a small sector who you know will pay.
This is a high income, low yield model – charging high prices to a relatively limited market.
Second is ‘penetration pricing’, which is the opposite of skim pricing, basically following the
‘pile it high, sell it cheap’ model. With penetration pricing, you are deliberately pricing below
the competition in order to sell a high volume of tickets. A concern about this, as a strategy
on its own, is that with penetration pricing, price is the only selling point – you’re saying, ‘buy
this because it’s cheaper’. This runs into difficulty in the arts market, of course, where
quality is a key factor. That said, however, it can work as part of a strategy – the National
Theatre’s Travelex scheme, for example, worked well. The third approach is the ‘neutral
pricing’ approach, which is different again. With neutral pricing, you set your prices so
keenly that you effectively take price out of the equation all together, positioning your
organisation on some other factor instead. Tesco makes an interesting case study, as they
in fact use all three approaches at once – they have the Tesco Finest range, standard
priced goods and the Tesco Value range. Rather than advertising on price, though, they
tend to focus more on quality of service. This could be a good example for the arts to follow
– base your offering around a price-neutral scheme, but also think about offering the skim
pricing, equivalent to the Tesco Finest range, plus penetration pricing for the lowest price
seats.
The first question to ask is how to decide on a particular pricing strategy? First, your
considerations might be cost-based. You might ask yourself how much it will cost to put on
a production, then work out how many tickets you can sell. Divide the one by the other, and
this gives you your price. This method, however, can easily lose you money. On an
expensive show, you could find that you’re pricing yourself out of the market – or
alternatively, on a production that costs a lot less to put on, you might be charging well
under what people would actually have been prepared to pay. Instead, you should start by
thinking about your customers, and building a strategy out from the question of what they
are willing to pay. Of course, you can’t ignore costs altogether, but between them, costs
and customer behaviour form the parameters informing your strategy. Then, you have to

consider your objectives. These tend to have the biggest influence in arts organisations,
which are more complex than profit-driven commercial companies. You end up with three
main considerations – your artistic objectives (what work do you want to put on?), your
social objectives (who do you want to deliver this work to?) and your financial objectives
(how are you going to meet the cost of paying for delivering this work to these people?).
This makes pricing a fascinating business, given the inherent tension between these
objectives – if you want to put on new work, to the poorest people, and with a deficit to pay
off, then you need to decide your priorities.

As Oscar Wilde said, ‘A cynic is a man who understands the price of everything and the
value of nothing’. Appreciating value, and the difference between price and value, is key to
understanding customers’ willingness to pay different prices. Consider a trip to the
supermarket. You see a pot of Benecol, which, according to the advertising, actively
reduces cholesterol levels. But a tiny tub costs £4, so you put it back on the shelf in horror.
Then you head to the wine aisle, find a bottle of fine Rioja at £4, and think, only £4 for a
bottle of excellent Rioja - what a bargain! So you see, it’s not the price – the £4 – that is at
issue on this shopping trip, but rather the value associated with the product in relation to the
£4 price-tag.
We have developed a model for how perceptions of value work in the arts. On the one
hand, over on the right of the diagram shown below, you have the Event: ‘how much does it
cost to attend?’ On the left of the diagram is the Customer, with the question, ‘how much
money have they got?’ However, 90 per cent or more of the time, it is not a question of
whether the customer can afford it, but rather, whether they value it enough to pay the price.

Earnings do come into the equation of value perception, however – they have a
psychological effect on the customer. For example, the student mentality is one of always
not having enough money, so as a rule students always look for a bargain. Whatever the

range of prices you are charging, the student market segment will always, as a rule, be
looking for the most cheaply priced ticket. So, whether your ticket prices vary from £10 to
£30, or from £2 to £10, will determine whether the bargain hunters perceive £10 as a cheap
or an expensive ticket. Similarly, at the other end of the scale, once people take on
managerial jobs, their perceptions change, and they think of themselves as the sort of
people who ought to be able to afford the higher-priced seats. Generally, then, it is not the
cost, but the position in the range of prices, that affects choices – people tend to look for the
same price band, be it the cheapest seats, or the most expensive seats, or the middle range
of seat prices.
Other things affecting customer perceptions of value include occupation, life stage and
lifestyle. The advent of kids, for example, greatly impacts the way in which we see value –
at the most basic level, it means you have to consider the cost of buying three or four seats
instead of just two, and so on. This doesn’t necessarily mean you choose the cheapest
seats though – for example, I just recently took my son to Stamford Bridge to see his first
football match, and my daughter to Chitty Chitty Bang Bang to her first West End show. It
was so important to me that their first experience was a good one that I bought the best
tickets.
Other big impacts on perceptions of value include experience and knowledge, frequency of
attendance and loyalty. If people go to a particular organisation frequently, then they
develop a much better sense of what constitutes value for money and how to get the most
out of a ticket. Experienced and loyal customers to a venue will know, for example, where
the best value seats in the house are whereas a new customer will only be able to use price
as a guide.
On the Event side of the model, which is related to the customer side, are questions about
the motivation for attending a particular event, the nature of the event, and perceptions of
scarcity. So, for example, a Brian Wilson concert with a £60 top price sells out in a flash
because it is perceived as a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Perceived scarcity of a show
really does drive up perceptions of value.
Next we come on to the brand, an interesting point, since brand effectively is value.
Branding something generates a greater value perception around that product, for example,
if you buy a pair of Nike tracksuit bottoms you will pay a lot more than an unbranded pair,
not because they are in any measurable way better than the cheaper pair, but because you
are paying for the brand name.
Competition is another interesting point because it works rather oddly in the arts. Whereas
in commerce, price is very important at influencing customer behaviour, this is very rare in
the arts, even in London. A few specific markets are big on price, for example the schools
market for pantomime, but these are the exceptions. Competition does, however, provide a
context to influence perceptions of what is fair. If an ice cream seller is the only ice cream
seller on the beach on an extremely hot day, you’d think he could charge anything. This
doesn’t quite work, though, because people have a sense of what is a fair price for an ice
cream and what is extortionate.
Then we move on to risk. If brand is essentially value, risk is the opposite of value – risk is
almost the definition of ‘not having value’ (although this isn’t entirely true as there is a small
part of the population that actively seeks risk and values it).
Finally, price itself can communicate important messages about value: Stella Artois is a
prime example of this, marketing itself as ‘reassuringly expensive’. Retailers have strict
rules about not being allowed to discount it over the bar, as this would undermine its image.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of buyer in relation to price in the arts: those who buy
a price, and those who buy a seat. Buying a price means using the price as a measure of
value. This might be for a special occasion – a birthday, anniversary or Christmas, for
instance, where you want to splash out, and the price determines how ‘special’ you perceive
the event. If you want a guarantee of a good time, you will opt for a no-risk show and a
good seat, or if you are not particularly knowledgeable – for example you don’t know the
venue, or you’ve never been to an opera before – you will use price as a proxy to guide your
decision and influence your perception of value. This sort of purchase works along the lines
of, ‘in order to make sure I get the best seat, I’ll pay the highest price’. On the other hand,

you have those people who know the venue, and who know which seat they want. These
are often regular attendees, knowledgeable and experienced people who have an
appreciation of the relative value of different seats. Classical music concerts are full of
these people. What you need to bear in mind, across both buyer types, is that because of
all the different influences, perceptions of value are almost unique for every individual
customer. This is why price differentiation is so important to a pricing strategy.
The Young Vic is an interesting example of a lack of differentiation. In the service of
democratic principles, all seats were unreserved and were priced at £19.50, so that all
people, whether they’re students or captains of industry, pay the same price and effectively
have the same experience. However, in order to make the economics work, this price is
relatively high, and risks pricing the lowest-income people out of the market. At the same
time, £19.50 is considerably less than a lot of the captains of industry would be prepared to
pay. If you have price differentials, you can charge a small volume of people a higher price
and a large number of people a lower price. With the ‘democratic’ model used by the Young
Vic, though, you are restricted in what you can make from the rich, and risk alienating the
people who would buy cheaper seats. Price differentiation, then, is key.
There are different ways of differentiating price. At the heart of it you have the ‘price levers’,
grouped together here in four categories in the Price Differentiation Toolbox:
• Price variables;
• Venue variables;
• Product variables;
• Transaction variables.

Price variables
It’s often not the top price that is most interesting, but the number of prices and the sizes of
the gaps between them. The relationship between prices and the main thresholds, for
example, the £10 threshold, is also important. Marks & Spencer are an interesting example
of threshold pricing. They decided that the £1.99, £9.99 and so on was an ineffective
strategy because their customers, they said, were too intelligent to be influenced by the
simple psychological game of paying ‘just under’ £10. They therefore switched all their
prices to reflect this, and got rid of all of the £x.99 pricing. This lasted a couple of months,
and was a resounding failure. In the arts, the barriers are often at the £2.50, £5, £7.50
marks, and are psychologically very important. If you price on the threshold, for example,
£20, you are making a very confident statement about the quality of what you are offering,
whereas when you are pricing to a value-conscious market, pricing just below the threshold,
at, for example, £9.50, sends a strong value message.
In this example of pricing variables at a high-profile orchestral concert, the range of prices
seems a fairly reasonable split.

However, it’s important to look more closely at what the numbers mean. There are some
big jumps between price bands, especially between price V and price IV, where there is a
£10 leap on a £15 ticket, a 67 per cent increase. If people fit the pattern of buying top price
seats, middle seats or cheap seats, then the ideal number of price bands is five. This way,
the people buying the lowest seats will see the next price up, and be tempted by it.
However, with a £10 jump from one price to the next, you have a formidable barrier that
people are unlikely to jump.
This is an example of price demand analysis, a method of measuring supply and demand:

The green bars show the proportion of seats in the venue available at a particular price,
while the blue bars show the proportion of people who made a decision to sit in that
particular price band. This of course only works if you’re not selling 100 per cent capacity,
otherwise the green and blue bars would be level. The mismatches between the bars are
revealing: price bands III and IV show lower demand than is anticipated by the number of
seats allocated at that price, whereas bands V and VI show an extremely high demand
relative to the proportion of capacity available at that price.
Venue variables
These reflect the attributes of the auditorium and the capacities available at each price. I
strongly believe that there is always a best seat in the house, or perhaps the other way
around – there is always a worst seat. It is important to let the customers tell you where the
best and worst seats are by their buying patterns. Often what customers value in a seat can
seem quite counter-intuitive. For instance, an expert would recognise that viewing an
orchestral performance from the front seats gives you poor acoustics compared to other

areas of the house, but some people love it.
This is the same chart as before, but this time broken out by area. The mismatches show
the difference between supply and demand.

The value of looking at the data in this way is that it helps you to make small changes to
pricing which can bring about big differences in income. Looking at this data, we squeezed
the front stalls, re-broke the stalls and the terrace by adding additional prices, put the
annexes and the rear balcony up one price band, slightly increased the price of band III, and
decreased the price of bands IV and V. We also created 40 premium seats. The effect of
these changes was a 3 per cent increase in financial capacity, but an increase of 6.3 per
cent in nominal yield. (Nominal yield strips out the impact of discounting to measure the
underlying distribution of demand between prices). The overall effect of this was an
increase of £2,115 per performance, or £82,485 per season.
Product variables
Thinking about product variables is nothing new – considering the type of production, the
time of day you show it, the day of the week, week of run and so on. However, people could
often be more analytical about which pricing practice to use. In this example of the
weekend performances at a major venue in the South of England, each pink dot denotes
one performance:

The blue line shows the correlation between sales and pricing – there is, you can see, a
small but clear correlation between the price of tickets and the percentage of capacity sold
(with higher priced performances equating to higher sales). What this shows, then, is that
charging less doesn’t necessarily make people want it more.
A second example is this five-week run of a musical in London.

Sales gradually increased over the course of the run, getting up to nearly ninety per cent of
capacity as the blue line shows, partly due to very good word-of-mouth publicity. Looking at
the red line though, yield (i.e. income per ticket) peaked in week 3, meaning that when the
tickets were hottest, and the number of tickets left to buy was decreasing, the highest price
tickets had already sold. Of course, when your demand is at its high point is when you want
to be charging the most for tickets.
As you can see from the next chart, for the same musical run, demand was consistently
highest at the top price (Price Band I). This means that as the show sold out, people were
forced to trade down. The question is, what can be done to take advantage of the increased
demand for tickets over the course of the run? One option is to put up prices in the last
week of the run. Another strategy, not for the faint-hearted, but one used by the Marlowe
Theatre, is to keep the last week of the run back from sales to transfer demand into earlier
weeks. You could then decide on the prices when you see how the earlier weeks have sold.
This approach takes nerves of steel, though!

Transaction variables
Finally, I will turn to transaction variables to look at how you might differentiate price: either
by method of payment, sales channel (Internet sales and so on), or time of booking. Using
time of booking to differentiate prices is what has become known as the ‘EasyJet model’.
But is this model attractive for the arts? My answer would generally be ‘no’ – high value
buyers in the arts tend to be the ones who book early – Friends, loyal and knowledgeable
patrons etc., whereas late bookers tend to be bargain hunters.
Having said that, The Place uses the EasyJet model, working on the understanding that
contemporary dance audiences tend all to be late bookers as a rule. Also, The Place is
dealing with enormous variations in the names of acts visiting on very short runs. Prices
here send messages about the quality of the show, meaning that they can’t afford to price a
show too cheaply as this detracts from its perceived value. This leads to the problem that
they ended up having to price all shows at the same level, so how is it possible to
differentiate prices here?
The table below shows a neat little pricing model that they use.

Here, you can see, the cheapest tickets (Apex tickets) have to be booked at least a week in
advance, and have essentially no flexibility in terms of exchange or returns. The closer you

get to the date of the performance, the more expensive the tickets become, and the more
flexible. What is useful about this model is that they can adjust availability – so for a littleknown company they can sell lots of Apex and Advance tickets, whereas for a well-known
company they might restrict themselves to only a handful of the cheap Apex seats.
So, to summarise the question of the pricing model: the EasyJet model is a relatively
unsophisticated case of revenue management. It’s important to think about pricing not just
adjusting prices on a time-based model but according to other variables as well or instead,
according to customer demand.
CBSO Case Study
The Symphony Hall in Birmingham, has been working on pricing since 1999. After the first
project, the results spoke for themselves, so a follow-up project was commissioned. To set
the scene, in 1999 the CBSO was applying for funding to help redress a deficit of £500,000
a year. Its subscriber base was in slow decline, and this needed to be counteracted. The
marketing plan set out a target of adding £250,000 per year to box office revenue. The
changes recommended by the pricing review were rolled out in the 2000/01 season. As
they could be implemented so quickly, it was easy to see the impact quickly – more quickly,
for example, than would have been possible following the implementation of a product
change.
The pricing situation prior to the changes was as follows. CBSO had moved into the new
Symphony Hall in 1999, gaining 700 extra seats and much improved acoustics. The initial
seating plan was drawn up based on gut feeling, and over the eight years, our regulars got
to know the hall and learned which were the overvalued and undervalued seats. There was
also a practice of last-minute discounting on concerts that were selling badly – a dubious
practice that results in poor revenue and a devalued product. There were also two years of
frozen prices, a questionable scheme that eroded the value of the product over time, and
didn’t even meet inflation. Finally we had poor spacing between prices, particularly at the
bottom end. Matching the pricing strategy to customer demand was an entirely new
approach for CBSO, as we’d had nothing as formal as this in place before.
The picture below shows the layout of the hall – note that some of the seats are positioned
virtually on top of the platform:

However, as the chart below demonstrates, some of these very strangely positioned seats
were selling at 100 per cent. We had low demand in the lowest price band, and high
demand on the platform seats, which we had priced relatively low assuming nobody would
want to sit where the couldn’t see the orchestra without craning their necks.

The chart also shows high demand in the second and third pricing band and particularly in
central area G, the central terrace, which topped 90 per cent of capacity.
In the light of these trends, we changed our prices. The top price was increased, in spite of
the low demand in that area, to reflect CBSO’s quality in relation to our competitors. A new
second price was introduced by taking some of the previously top-price seats, in order to

optimise revenue for low-demand seats. This additional price band also gave us a total of
seven price bands. The old second, third and fourth price bands were set with price
increases above inflation to reflect the pattern of higher demand in those areas as shown
above. Finally, the auditorium was re-broken: boxes nearest the stage were put up one
price band, as was the front row of the central terrace, which had been selling over 90 per
cent of capacity. The stalls terrace was also upgraded to the new second price.
This table, then, shows a summary of what we ended up with after the changes. Some
prices had increased with inflation, some by more than inflation:

The following chart shows the proportion of price sensitive sales (PSS – in other words,
ticket sales where a decision was made of which price band to sit in, so excluding comps,
groups etc) attributed to each price band before the changes and in the two following years:

The chart clearly shows a huge increase in demand for the new second price, as people
upgrade from the now third price into that price band. In fact, this pattern of upgrading can
be seen from the midpoint upwards.
After the changes were made, capacity much better reflected demand, as the table below
shows:

In the 2001/02 season, 12 per cent of PSS was accounted for by the top two price bands, as
opposed to 4 per cent in the 99/00 season.
In money terms, we saw a financial capacity increase of 7.42 per cent, outstripped by a

nominal yield increase of 8.2 per cent. We had an additional £62,700 of revenue in the
2000/01 season for mainstream concerts, and a £66,600 revenue increase in the following
season in real terms. After these results, we went back and looked at pricing in other areas,
such as on matinee performances, and the different patterns of demand for festive and pop
concerts. We now have a total additional income in excess of £80,000 per year and the net
‘trade-up’ effect of the changes meaning that it keeps on working.
Implementing the findings of studies can be made difficult in gaining agreement within the
organisation. Being able to produce models really helped here in providing a hands-on
understanding of the potential of improvements. It was also important to identify any
negative impact, which for us was related to spotting the price-sensitive segments, and then
making an effort to look after the people who were the hardest hit through good customer
service.
Our subscribers were the most sensitive to pricing changes – as so many of them pick their
preferred seats time and time again, they quickly noticed the price change. We used
customer services to address any resistance, and were lucky in that we had the advantage
of an in-house subscriber management team, who we were able to brief properly. The
subscriber management team were then able to offer free concerts, or to help the
subscribers pick seats for the following year. Another thing to remember is that you don’t
have to explain or even mention every single change – small and gradual changes largely
go unnoticed, for example the areas that we increased by as little as £0.50. There’s no
need to draw attention to changes by trying too hard to explain every little increase that
would anyway not have been noticed.
Over four pricing projects, I’ve learnt that you have a number of options available to you,
and that sometimes one option is more suitable than another. Some options are:
• Changing seating boundaries;
• Up- or down-grading particular seats;
• Increasing a price band by more than inflation;
• Introducing a new price band.
You also need to think in terms of yield, rather than simply about price. If you can get yield
increases to outstrip financial capacity increases, price increases or to remain slightly under
the average price of seats in the hall then you’ve priced it right: your prices are working
much harder for you and, if you’re selling well, people will be more tempted to upgrade.
In terms of what the organisation as a whole has learnt, we’re not freezing prices any more,
as we don’t want to erode the value of the best seats. We’re matching pricing with demand
to maximise revenue and increasing bottom prices as well with inflation, to avoid drifting into
a situation where you create large gaps between price bands. Sales are monitored by
ticket-type now, and the Senior Management Team is now able to understand the pricing
strategy easily. So, we’ve moved on as an organisation as well as increasing the bottom
line.
Pricing Toolbox
Returning to the pricing toolbox, then, there are a number of other elements to be overlaid
on the price levers that you need to consider in a pricing strategy:

It is important to note the difference between discounting and concessions. There is no
point discounting a ticket unless you will get a return from it. In your concessions policy,
which is usually designed to address social objectives, you need to develop clear objectives
before you start out. There may also be surcharges and transactions charges to take into
account
Finally, and crucially, you need to consider your sales process – what is happening at the
box office. Even the best pricing strategy in the world can fall apart if the box office staff
aren’t implementing it, for example, if they are making up concessionary tickets according to
their own judgement rather than what is set out in your print. It is absolutely crucial that
sales staff understand the pricing strategy, concessions policy and promotional discounts
and are able to answer customer queries fully.
We now come on to the pros and cons of discounting. Let me tell you a story. One day, a
hunter is sitting in his log cabin looking out across the frozen tundra. Winter is coming, and
he needs to set off on a hunt for a food supply to last him through the long, cold period until
the spring. He starts out, and eventually spots an elk, which he shoots and starts dragging
back to the cabin. Soon, a lone wolf appears, eyeing him up – and so, to get rid of it, he
cuts off a chunk of meat from the elk and throws it to the wolf. Before long, however, a
second wolf joins the first, and the hunter has to cut off more steaks to keep the wolves at
bay. More wolves join, until there are five, then six… the hunter keeps feeding them steaks.
By the time he gets back to the cabin, he is dragging an elk skeleton, and is surrounded by
a pack of wolves. The moral of this story is, don’t give anything away unless you know what
you’re getting in return! Don’t discount indiscriminately – you may be under pressure from
the artistic director to sell seats off for poorly selling shows, but remember that desperate
discounting rarely works - it just undermines perceptions of value.
So, how to use price to achieve your audience development objectives?
To gain new attenders, a free trial or ‘test drive’ approach is often used. People are offered
a free ticket on the basis that some of them will keep coming back once they’ve been that
first time. However, research does show that getting them to come back is difficult, so
instead, try a small charge that gradually increases – you may have fewer attenders initially,
but there will have a far higher retention rate.
Another option is to try a ‘pay what you want’ scheme. Although bear in mind this can be
interpreted as ‘pay as little as possible’.
Discounts for early bookers is an option for improving cash-flow problems, but be careful
how you use it – if a pantomime always sells out early anyway, then offering an early bird
scheme might ensure you’re virtually sold out by August, but at a much lower yield than you
could otherwise have achieved.
Two-for-one discounting is pointless, as everyone comes in couples anyway. Try four-fortwo - that way they might bring their friends who otherwise wouldn’t have come.
Standby has been observed to work well, but ensure the rules aren’t broken. If you’re

selling standby tickets three days in advance, it can have serious consequences. Consider
the US-style ‘rush’ ticket scheme, where the tickets go on sale only one hour before the
performance.
In all cases, be very clear what you are getting in return. Increasing frequency is absolutely
key, and discounts can be justified in pursuit of this aim. Bear in mind that, because levels
of repeat attendance are often so low, every additional sale can make a big difference.
Driving up frequency is also important for affecting retention rates – the more often people
come, the more likely they are to come back. A simple way to encourage this is offering
money off the next visit – think the Café Nero stamping scheme, which could work really
well in the arts. It needs planning carefully though – if nobody ever comes more than five
times a season, it’s pointless offering a free visit after six shows. One last comment, on
subscriptions, is to point you in the direction of Danny Newman’s Subscribe Now, which
reflects the discussion arising from seminars about the growing ‘experience economy’.
Perhaps, with people wanting their time to be organised into sets of experiences, the time is
right for subscription rebirth.
CBSO Subscription
The CBSO series subscription scheme was hit by the changes made to pricing, and was in
slow decline. To counteract this we introduced the Symphonic Selection scheme in the
2003/04 season, which offered a more flexible alternative. The discount structure was rated
according to the number of performances attended, as follows:
• 3-5 concerts = 5 per cent
• 6-9 concerts = 10 per cent
• 10–14 concerts = 15 per cent
• 15-19 concerts = 20 per cent
• 20+ concerts = 25 per cent
In the 2004/05 season, we have just shifted the discounts – now 6-10 concerts gets 10 per
cent and 11-14 concerts gets 15 per cent, with a free bonus concert for those booking 11 or
more. This has shown a brilliant increase in customer frequency – among Symphonic
Selector customers, the average frequency has increased from 6.3 to 7.53 concerts a year.
Pricing for access
So to return to the question of whether or not to offer discounts, you need also to make sure
you create genuine accessibility in your concessions policy. Having a range of prices
should mean that there are always prices that the lowest income people can afford, for
example students and those on benefits. You need to ensure that your concessions policy
is differentiated as well, to promote genuine accessibility for retired people, benefits
claimants, people on low incomes, and children, students and young people. Bear in mind
that a one-size-fits-all concessions policy might work for senior citizens, but offering £2 off a
top price ticket to someone who is on Income Support at under £50 a week will make no
difference whatsoever. Pricing for disabled people needs to take into account the fact that
disability is now self-defined – ‘Registered Disabled’ no longer exists. The implications of
the Disability Discrimination Act are only just starting to unfold, and you need to be aware
that you can no longer just talk about wheelchair access, but that you will also need to
consider sensory access, so seats for the partially sighted, who may need to sit right at the
front (and who should not be discriminated against in terms of price if this is the case). For
example, legal action has been taken against one venue that allows a free ticket to the
attendant of a person in a wheelchair, but refused a free ticket to the father of a boy with
learning disabilities.
In rethinking the CBSO access and concessions policy, some seats were brought down in
price and a new price was added between the bottom two prices, to ensure that prices
where available to meet the level of demand. Concessions were focused on where there
was a real need. Standby tickets were priced at £3.50 for students and under-26s, as well

as for the unemployed. For the over-60s, standby tickets were issued at half the full price,
while Passport to Leisure card holders could get tickets for £11 in the circle and £7.50
anywhere else. Concessions purchased in advance were family tickets, on which an adult
pays £15 and a child £7.50; and for disabled patrons, half price for them and half price for a
companion if required.
In summary
The key issues when thinking about pricing:
• Pricing is a ‘neutral’ discipline: your strategy depends on your objectives, and
remains defined by the parameters of costs and customers;
• ‘It’s the value, stupid’: you must understand customer perceptions of value;
• The importance of price differentiation;
• Don’t discount indiscriminately;
• Aim to create genuine accessibility.

Further Reading & Case Studies
•

www.baker-richards.com

Branding: A Working Guide
Alex Beech, Laban
Laban is a contemporary dance education institute based in Deptford, which is just about to
merge with Trinity College of Music to form the UK’s first conservatoire for music and dance.
Laban underwent a major re-brand in 2002 and the Trinity Laban re-brand is happening at
the moment. So, most of examples for this presentation come from those two processes,
but the principles are general enough for to apply to your own organisation.
What is a brand? When we talk about brands we are not talking about a logo or a clever
strap-line – we’re talking about an idea that comes from within the organisation that drives
everything that the organisation does. It is a promise of something unique that will make
people want to get involved with organisation and interact with the brand and which sits
behind the smart logo and clever strap-line.
So why would you need to brand or change? The two main reasons are to do with the
lifecycle of the brand or a shift within the organisation. According to a paper called The New
Rules of Branding, Building Stronger Brands Faster, the average retail lifecycle of a brand
fell from twelve years in the 1970s to five years in the 1990s. This doesn’t mean we need to
re-brand every five years, but indicates a shortened lifespan that we need to be aware of
when thinking about keeping the brand fresh.
In both of the two Laban case studies, a substantial shift in the organisation was involved:
• In the first instance we moved location, from a small building in New Cross
overshadowed and hidden by Goldsmiths College to a world class, purposebuilt award-winning building by Herzog and De Meuron at the time when they
were still in the midst of the Tate Modern success. So this was a big shift for
the organisation and we wanted the brand to signal this shift and keep the
profile of the organisation in line with that of the building - especially when it won
the Sterling Prize and the Prime Minister’s better building award.
• The second project involves the merger between Trinity College of Music and
Laban. In the middle of last year we were working with Trinity on their new
identity and Trinity College of Music and Trinity College of London

(examinations board) decided to take on the same family brand identity, which
would also incorporate the newly acquired Blackheath Concert Halls. My job
was to establish how this new brand would complement and sit with Laban’s
existing identity which they all respected and looked up to as a very successful
brand, and to develop an umbrella brand for Trinity Laban to represent the joint
aspects and activities of the two organisations in the future.
Here’s an example of a very successful re-brand. Back in 2000, Tate Modern successfully
launched a new building and a brand that incorporated other venues such as Tate Britain
and Tate Liverpool. Together with the new brand, the free entrance fee and their thematic
curation, they managed to become the biggest tourist attraction in London, with 7.5 million
visitors in first year. The Tate is a good example of how an arts organisation can have a
successful brand, but also find the balance with artistic integrity - the brand doesn’t have to
be a corporate monster that people are resistant to taking on board.
The first key element when undertaking any sort of brand project is the research. It is very
important to identify where you are currently and where you are seen to be, as well as where
you want to be and where you think you want to go in the future. But remember research is
easily misinterpreted and can often be made to support many alternatives or action that you
want it to, and to be thorough it is hugely time intensive. The ideal solution would be to
employ an independent research company - we employed a company called Market Link
Research who carried out 41 interviews inside and outside the organisation, and set up 2
focus groups on our behalf to gather opinion.
‘… research has its place when carefully conducted, but it should never be taken
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as gospel truth’

In 2001, McDonalds developed a deluxe sophisticated burger – a kind of Michelin starred
gourmet burger aimed at adults, as research had indicated there was a gap in the market.
But just because there is a gap in the market doesn’t mean necessarily that you should fill
that gap at that particular time, if it is wrong for your brand. The deluxe burger failed and
more recently McDonalds has tried to access the same market using the health eating tack,
which has been much more successful.
At Laban, we commissioned research from an independent research company, and also the
brand consultants we employed (Wolff Olins) undertook their own additional research. From
this we learnt:
• We need to move from being insular to being more outward looking;
• We need to raise our profile, to be more talked about;
• We need to make our communications more coherent and pull them all
together;
• We need to expand our focus from simply training the dancer’s body to
developing the whole person.
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‘Brand Failures’, Matt Haig, 2003

While we were going through that process we got a lot of really interesting quotes – it is
always enlightening to hear someone else talk about your organisation:
• ‘It’s about competing with yourself, not each other’ (internal);
• ‘We train artists with something to say’ (internal);
• ‘Informed creativity’ (external).
Moving on to the pitch and the budget, it is really important when you hold a pitch to get a
range of companies to look at so you can get a real spectrum of the different approaches
that you might want to take. So, if you look at small and larger companies, brand
consultants and designers, you will get different approaches. Brand consultants will tend to
offer more strategic planning around the research, brand idea, architecture and launch,

whereas a designer will go through the same process, but will more likely concentrate on the
outcomes of the process, and you night find you have to do a lot of the preparation work,
strategic planning and launch yourself, so it might be more labour intensive. Ask for
recommendations from people and check client lists on websites to see if you like the work
they have already done and if it matches how you want your organisation to be projected.
We asked six designers to come and pitch and from those we decided to work with Wolff
Olins, because we felt that we really needed the support of a big company. Be clear and
realistic about the budget. What you will get for your money will change radically. It is also
worth remembering at this point that some designers won’t pitch for free any more so bear
this in mind - you may have to offer a small fee to each company who pitches.
As with any arts organisation we had a very limited budget and we were very lucky that Wolff
Olins wanted to work specifically on our project and therefore were willing to work with us
within our budget (they would normally have charged more). However, this did mean that
we only got the re-brand from them – we didn’t get any design work. We got a set of
notional applications, which meant they showed how the brand might work within a range of
publicity once it was launched but they didn’t do any design work for us because we couldn’t
afford it. But other design companies might offer you a certain amount of design work so
you can get started and launch the brand on a really strong footing.
With Laban we wanted maximum impact, with immediate roll-out to exactly coincide with our
move to our new building. This meant there was additional expense involved of having
st

everything produced so that everything from 1 February onwards was new brand and the
old brand disappeared. With Trinity Laban there has been a more relaxed approach
because it is an umbrella brand, so we are using the new logo on new applications, as and
when they come out. This means some applications will be in old brand.
The brief is your official document that goes to your designer and the thing you refer back to
in terms of your agreement. It should give the brand consultants as much information as
possible and might run to thirty pages, including the history of the organisation, the full
research document, current organisational structure (to look at any other business areas that
might form sub-brands or affect the brand architecture), budget and examples of
competitors.
Have a clear timeline of what you expect and when you expect the brand to be delivered and
launched - at Laban we commissioned the first phase, the research, in July 2001 and the
design pitch was held in November 2001 for a September 2002 launch date. So, allow quite
considerable amount of time as it is quite a considerable chunk of work.
Also in the brief include information on who will be the core project team for brand. This
should include people who will be actioning the brand i.e. representatives of the marketing
team, but also representatives of senior management and the director. With both projects I
have worked on, I have been very lucky in that the Director and Deputy Chief Executive
were involved from the start and therefore were and still are completely behind the brand
idea, brand architecture and it’s look and feel. There have been many cases I have been
told about from designers, where the brand has all but been signed off and then it has been
presented to, say, the Director and the whole thing has had to go back to the drawing board
because they weren’t involved in the process. So, it is important to get anyone you think
might be resistant onto the core project team so that they have an ownership of the process
and any objections are identified early on.
The brand idea needs to have the following characteristics:
• The brand idea needs to be big - big enough to challenge the organisation but
realistic enough to be achievable;
• Simple enough for people to understand and support;
• True – there is no use having unsubstantiated claims: if it isn’t true your
audience will know and won’t buy in to the brand;
• Unique – this is the key to a brand, especially if there are other organisation
offering similar things. You need to ask yourself, ‘How are you different?’
(effectively your USPs), both in the brand story that you offer - but also in look

and feel of brand.
For example, we all know that Coke is red/white and Pepsi is red/white/blue. According to
Matt Haig, Pepsi is cited as having a bad colour response to Coke. When Pepsi launched,
they incorporated the red to symbolise the coke but this meant they didn’t differentiate
themselves far enough away from Coke, the brand leader. More recently Pepsi has started
using less red and more blue so there is much clearer separation.
What we wanted to say about Laban was about:
• Training the body in the best techniques; and also
• Developing the mind to question, create, innovate and articulate.
This linked us to our brand idea:
• The body and spirit of contemporary dance.
This is not something we say to anyone or communicate in any print or as a strap-line, but it
is the idea that is behind everything we do and which underpins how we feel about Laban.
So, if we move on to the what, why, who and how we communicate the brand. Firstly, what
Laban does is to develop artists with something to say, to engage the local and international
community through dance and push forward the art form of contemporary dance. Why?
Because we’re passionate about and believe in making dance a vital part of contemporary
culture. In terms of whom it is for, there are a number of constituencies:
• The best students (we want the best to make Laban their first choice);
• The local community (realizing their potential through learning, watching and
performing);
• Dance audiences (creating the stars of the future); and
• Dance professionals (developing the art form and being a leading voice).
The brand idea, therefore, drives how we do things in the following ways:
• Having a rigorous but supportive and creative culture;
• By speaking with an intelligent yet accessible and passionate voice;
• By open, generous and collaborative behaviour;
• With a celebratory, fresh energetic new look.
These are all words that we use to personify the brand and for tone of voice.
The old brand had lots of acronyms (MIRC, ETC), which were not very friendly for people
who did not know the organisation, and lots of sub-brands like Transitions Dance Company;
Discourses in Dance, Dance Theatre Journal – all sub-brands competing with the main
brand. This was how we looked pre 2002, quite confused and inconsistent, with varying
quality, and the whole thing does not really sit or hang together, as there are lots of subbrands, competing titles, colours that don’t sit well together or complement one another and
a lot of clashes within the family:

The new brand architecture was designed to simplify the whole thing, with Laban at the top
(the brand hero). Underneath that are location activities, which are clearly tied to an area of
our building that has its own special business area (the architecture below includes a couple
of examples) and below that we have endorsed sub-brands. We have kept those slightly
further away from the main brand because we feel that those three areas have very specific
niche markets and by doing that we can create a little bit of brand leveraging. So, for
example, if the Dance Theatre Journal audience see that the journal is endorsed by Laban,
then they will have some awareness of the other work that Laban does.

Other examples of leveraging from bigger companies are Virgin Airlines and Baby Gap,
where the sub-brand, in some senses, can make the main brand stronger by being part of
the whole thing. But, conversely, it is very important to realise that the sub-brand can
damage the main brand as well, for example, Virgin Cola, which was discontinued.
Everything you need to say about the brand can’t be communicated through a logo type, so
there are lots of elements that are part of the whole brand toolkit:

• Logotype: the actual marque you would reproduce on your publicity material;
• Graphic device: an element that can work alongside the logo, or separately;
• Colour palette: a range of colours which can be used to identify your specific
brand (there was an alleged court case recently where Orange and Easy Jet
entered into legal proceedings over the use of a particular orange, as colour is a
powerful way of communicating your brand;
• Photographic style: you might have a particular way of treating photography
which is specific to your organisation;
• Font: it is important for consistency that you use the same font for everything
to give it a consistent look;
• Tone of voice – this is the least obvious, but the way you communicate through
language is very important: so in our case, as we were aiming to be open,
accessible and passionate, we were needing to be careful about not getting
caught up in academic speak or language.

So these are examples of our logo, the old on the left and the new on the right:

The old one was looking dated and the new one is stronger, simpler, cleaner and builds in
thickness towards the end, which we use to show a sense of movement and development.
In the early days in 2002, to establish the new brand and the new name we looked at tying
the logo with this graphic device which we call the lumen (a measurement of light) and we
think that this displays a lot of movement and links with the texture of the building (the
colours and translucency also reflect the light you find in the building):

This is the type of print that we used to communicate to our core audience that we had
changed and to create the link between the logo and the lumen in the first instance.
Below is an example of our photographic style. We used lots of black and white figures to
complement the colour of the lumen and they are very dynamic figures that carve up space,
but also have a relationship to the lumen and a lot of white space in the general print:

Below are examples of how we have started to develop it. We created the brand in 2002 so
according to my own rule we are already half way through our brand life cycle and that is
where I come in as the brand manager. I pull all the pieces of print together every six and
twelve months and I look at how things are hanging together, checking if everything still has
a consistent voice, and then look at how we can develop the brand into the future. This is
one of the ways we’re looking at developing it, incorporating more coloured imagery and
more interesting crops of images:

In the future we’re looking at continuing to use the coloured images but also looking at full
bleed images which have the same ethos: still black and white and carving up space, but
instead of so much white space we’re looking at having more negative space, rather than
having it quite so stark:

So that is one of the ways we’re looking at developing and keeping it fresh. We’re also
looking at reducing the size of the Laban logo because we feel we have established a brand
identity within that and therefore we feel that the logo can take slightly more of a back seat
now.
The other example I mentioned earlier was Trinity College of Music. Again the old logo is on
the left and the new logo on the right:

Trinity were very keen to keep a sense of heritage and a sense of where they had come
from because they are based in the old royal naval college and have a very strong sense of
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heritage behind them. But they also wanted to pull themselves into the 21 century and be

more contemporary looking. This is an example of how their print might look:

You can see that they also have a graphic device, with the concentric circles, which came
from the idea of a sonic boom – the idea of sound generating out, which they felt tied in with
the music element and for the examinations board (which deals with English language
certificates, for example).
This is an example of the Trinity Laban brand, which we have developed to help visualise
the merged business areas of Trinity and Laban. We decided that because both
organisations are very successful in their own right, and have a very specialist audience,
that we didn’t want to confuse the two by bringing them together, so we are still maintaining
the separate brand identities, but whenever we have a merged activity then we have
developed an umbrella marque. As you can see the marque is very generic. It is tied up in
the rectangle but it is a very generic text and we decided not to use either of the logo types
within that because we decided that the umbrella brand did not really need it’s own
personality because it is just like a holding company. So, when the two organisations split
out into their own separate areas, then they start taking on their brand personality again.

To finish, a few practical tips. When you have developed your brand, the difficult part is
maintaining it and keeping it consistent and having people see it at its best.
• Email sign off: one thing we can do is, given that we send out hundreds of
emails a day and print out hundreds of documents, the potential for marketing
on the footers or email sign-offs is very powerful;
• Wherever possible try to link brand strategy to corporate strategy – it is
important for brand to be considered at the highest level of the organisation so
that any endorsements the organisation might have, have the same feeling and
passion behind them that the brand does and so the two don’t conflict; also, for
example, we were looking at our courses and they are now more practicebased, whereas previously they included a greater academic element, as we
feel that this ties in much more with our brand proposition;
• Ensure all touchpoints give a consistent brand promise: touchpoints are any
point at which a person can come into contact with your brand/organisation,
including all the small things that have a massive effect on brand perception:
how you answer the phone, greet people at reception, cleanliness of toilets and,
in our case our students are important so we meet all new students when they
come in and talk to them about the brand and their place within it and try and
get them to become ambassadors;
• Circulate your brand story and style guide to everyone in the organisation: the
staff are your biggest advocates so make sure everyone in the organisation
knows and understands the brand idea so that they can convey it to the public the organisation must understand it better than the public in order for it to
succeed;
• Understand the power of Word of Mouth marketing;
• Brand Guardianship: get someone to be the brand guardian or steward - my
role at Laban incorporates Brand Guardianship/stewardship and as part of that I
give regular brand presentations to staff to inform them of any developments, to
get feedback from the staff and also to introduce new staff to the brand and

present myself as the point of contact for all things brand generally. As you will
find that people will unintentionally use the wrong font and the wrong colour,
someone will need to keep a close hold on the brand that you’ve spent a huge
amount of money and time developing. I get everything together every 6-12
months to look at consistency to ensure as long a life cycle as possible because
we don’t intend to re-brand in five years: indeed you shouldn’t re-brand too often
as this can be harmful to the core audience.

More than Ticketing
Alison Byard, Cheltenham Festivals and Kathryn Swain, Historic Royal Palaces
This presentation looked at integrating ticketing systems into the overall marketing operation
and using ticketing systems to sell more tickets, and to sell them more effectively.
Cheltenham Festivals
Cheltenham Arts Festivals incorporates a portfolio of different festivals including Jazz,
Science, Music and Literature Festivals, with some 130,000 attendances annually. But
Cheltenham Borough Council also runs a programme of events in two venues with a further
80,000 attendances per year. Cheltenham has a national and international reputation as a
festival town and has been described in the Times as the ‘world capital of festivals’. One
day in five is a festival in Cheltenham (if you include the cricket festival and the horse racing)
and we have become one of the town’s main tourist attractions. We don’t have a castle or a
cathedral so the Festivals have plugged that gap.
Cheltenham Arts Festivals benefits from a strong history steeped in quality and tradition (the
Music Festival was the first post-war Festival) but the Festivals constantly evolve, with
strong contemporary and cutting edge programming and we were the first-ever arts
organisation to host a Science Festival (the Science of Love, Champagne and Chocolate).
My brief was to integrate marketing and sales activity across the Division, with no increase
in budget allocation (quelle surprise!) and to create and deliver a marketing strategy. There
were a number of critical success factors to consider, many of which were based around
shared resources such as databases, the website, and budgets, all of which were geared
around direct spend.
The Festivals had been using Databox since 1996 but hadn’t really been making the most of
reports or marketing information – there was loads of fantastic data about our customers
trapped and begging to get out! There was no tie-in with other databases in the
organisation and no way to deliver online booking.
To start with, it was crucial to find out what we knew about our customers already, much of
which could be unlocked through the box office. Once you have decided what you want to
achieve, you should always look at the intelligence you can get from your existing systems
(this includes the box office staff who are the only people in your venue who have regular
contact with customers). We then needed to use our ticketing systems to inform the best
ways to communicate with customers: just because you mail a customer to death and they
don’t respond doesn’t mean that you automatically remove them from the mailing list, but
that you need to try and find a more effective way to communicate with them that they will
respond to.
We had a number of non-active or low-frequency booking customers for both jazz and music
festivals and we wanted them to book more. Evaluating booking behaviour through Databox
reports indicated that the biggest barrier for low-frequency bookers is risk – they’re not going
to come to something they’ve never heard of no matter how many superlatives and quotes
from the media you put on the flyer! So, we brainstormed ideas and came up with the idea

of a CD sampler. BUT they’re not cheap, so we needed to test whether this really was a
good solution.
So, we created a mailing list in Databox (everyone on this list had received a programme
brochure). We randomly segmented this mailing list into three and mailed one-third with the
CD and a letter; one-third with a letter and did nothing at all with the final third (the control
group). When we evaluated the results we found that those who had received the CD and
letter were four times more likely to book than the control group (and that those who
received only the letter were slightly more likely to book than the control group). The
customers that received the CD also booked more – the customers who were, on average,
attending one or two events, attended three or four. So, we were able to find a way to
communicate with customers in a way that moved them to buy more tickets – hurrah! We
got the CD sponsored and were able to demonstrate to the sponsor that it did work and
really made a contribution to our audience development work.
I mentioned earlier that we also needed to deliver a fully integrated e-marketing system that
integrates online booking. This was a much bigger objective and has taken a lot of time to
get right. Planning is crucial: spend lots of time at the piece of paper stage and don’t just
jump in with the technology.
Our first problem was how many websites we should have. We currently have two – the
Cheltenham Arts Festivals site was redesigned for the second time in April/May 2000, two
months prior to my arrival with the Festivals team; the Cheltenham Borough Council site is
managed by a separate team within the Council and is not at all geared up for events or
something over which the festivals have any control.
We wanted the internet to achieve a number of things for us:
• Provide customers with enhanced services helping them to find events which
suit and extend their tastes;
• Improve data capture;
• Offer full online booking (which has the added benefit of reducing the strain on
the box office telephone system);
• Develop as a portal to both the festivals and wider entertainment programme,
attracting and retaining customers on the site both during and outside event
times.
We also wanted to achieve this on a low budget – precisely £0. So, we persuaded a local
new media company to help us develop a case for support we could use to either secure
sponsorship or a grant from the Council. Our key strategy was to try and create innovative
content that was not being done anywhere else, particularly among our fellow arts
organisations. This involved a lot of research and a lot of time, but it was worth it in the end!
When thinking about finding a new media company to deliver the project you might want to
consider the following:
• Companies in the New Media Age Top 100;
• Recommendation from other arts organisations;
• Do use a specialist if you can – full-service marketing agencies do not
generally have the technical expertise;
• BUT do beware creative credentials as well – some of the best new media
companies started out life as broadcast production companies, but many came
from a technical background.
The following criteria can be useful when making a decision about who to work with:
• Do they demonstrate understanding of the brief?;
• Presentation of proposal;
• Attention to detail;

• Vision for the project;
• Strategy;
• Visual response;
• Does creative look good?
• Is their portfolio good?
• Technical response;
• Do they have a credible Content Management System offering?
• Do they have a track record in delivering projects on this CMS platform for our
type of business?
• Have they tackled the Databox/online database integration issue?
• Project management;
• Have they outlined a project plan?
• Have they nominated a project manager and does this person look credible?
• Accessibility;
• Have they got a track record in delivering accessible sites?
• Usability;
• Have they offered any kind of solution?
In terms of linking up with tickets.com, we worked together with them from the outset of the
project. We looked for ways we could customise the ticket buying interface to enhance the
customer experience and for ways we could drive traffic to the site through offline as well as
online promotion.
The site is not yet live, but in terms of the following are key issues to consider:
• Registration is crucial to data capture and e-marketing so has to be attractive
without putting off those customers who don’t want to register (if they buy tickets
we get them anyway!);
• We wanted the site to act as an extra resource to support activity within the
organisation – for example media room and online press accreditation should
make life a lot easier for the Press Office;
• We wanted to take the best of the web to help audience development – so
Amazon-style recommendations for other events;
• Additional features such as ‘my diary’ (based on an e-commerce wish list) to
assist with e-mail marketing;
• Use other marketing tools to drive traffic to the web – e.g. offline to online –
features, which are completed on the web and save in print costs.
In terms of what happens once the site is live, we will:
• Use web metrics to monitor and evaluate site traffic;
• Locate the most-used areas of the site and thus which features are most
useful/popular with customers;
• Explore membership and value ladders,
All in all, we feel that we are on the road to ticketing Utopia, with full integration of all our
databases – customer and sponsorship particularly but also education and media – which
will help us to find out not only how, when and why we communicate with customers but
enable us to find the best and most effective methods, timings and content with which to
target them.

Historic Royal Palaces
Historic Royal Palaces incorporates: Hampton Court Palace, Kew Palace, the Tower of
London, the Banqueting House and Kensington Palace. The Tower of London, Hampton
Court and Kensington Palace all cross-sell across the sites for general admissions, retail
items, season tickets, maze, tours, events, music festivals and ice rinks using
ProVenueMax.
The majority of tickets sold are at the gate, although Historic Royal Palaces have been
selling online since 2002. There is also a call centre and 30 per cent of tickets purchased
are via third party Trade Partners including:
• Agencies – See and Ticketmaster;
• Online – 365.com and Lastminute.com;
• Tour Operators and Concierges;
• London Underground.
Historic Royal Palaces have also just ventured into cross selling with the London Eye.
To give some background to the organisation, the palaces are:
• Each rich in character
• Each symbolic of Britain
• All have world significance
• Each have witnessed many of the defining moments of our nation and
collectively they explain much of our nation’s story
In order to keep the story alive:
• We give the palaces continuing life;
• We welcome people;
• We stage events;
• We entertain;
• We engage, enchant and put on a good show.
The organisation believes in four things
• Guardianship. We exist for tomorrow, not just yesterday. It is as important to
give each of these palaces a future as valuable as their past.
• Discovery. We want people to make their own meanings. We explain the
bigger picture – we tell the stories – and then trust people to create their own
journey and make their own discoveries.
• Showmanship. We do everything with panache. Palaces have always been
places of spectacle, beauty, majesty and pageantry and we are proud to
continue that tradition.
• Independence. We have a unique task and we do it our way. We challenge
convention. We are an independent charity and we are changing attitudes.
In common with other large visitor attractions, ticketing and the way people get into our
properties is often not a priority. Often, the first thing you are faced with is a queue or not
particularly welcoming kiosks or portacabins, which create an immediate barrier between
staff and the visitor. There are usually not enough sales points and, if there are, they are
not always staffed. This creates a feeling of apprehension for the customer. This can
continue through to the point of entrance – it is often not clear which entrance you need to

use and you may have to queue again for ticket and/or security checks. Once inside, you
may have to queue again e.g. to see the Crown Jewels.
The Tower Environments Scheme (the re-landscaping of Tower Hill), should have given us
the ideal opportunity to get this right, with improved ticketing facilities and signage; queue
management; holding areas for groups and ticket offices which were welcoming, visitor
friendly and did not mean cramming staff into tiny boxes. Unfortunately the vision for the
scheme was to improve the vista and not to improve operationally. A lesson to be learnt by
anyone considering a similar project – consider, consult and listen to operational needs,
particularly if they relate to getting the paying customer through the door!
This has presented us with a number of challenges, which we are overcoming.
Unfortunately, the expectation of visiting an attraction is that you will have to queue at some
stage. This is certainly true of the Tower of London. In the past, the attitude in certain
departments, particularly at the Tower of London, has been that queues are a good sign
because it shows we are popular. However, the fact is that people do not enjoy queuing they want time enjoying their visit, and the less time they spend queuing, the more time and
inclination they will have to spend in retail and catering outlets. I am sure no-one would say
that waiting thirty minutes to buy a ticket or to get in to an exhibition enhanced their day!
Realistically, we have to accept that at peak times we will always have some degree of
queuing – but we are doing something about them:
• Welcome: we can use the opportunity to talk to and entertain people – we are
looking at ways of bringing the ‘inside out’ – start tours or debates outside the
paying areas which will draw people in and start the experience as son as they
arrive;
• Inform: having people on hand to answer questions and ensure if people have
promotional vouchers that they have them ready and completed in advance or
hand out Orientation leaflets – this will cut back on the transaction time once
they actually reach the ticket office;
• Direct the queue: often people gravitate to the same kiosk when others are
free or join the wrong queue;
• Manage the whole area and respond if more staff are needed.
And there are other things that we are doing to make improvements. We have introduced
self-service ticket kiosks and prepaid ticket collection has been available since 2004. From
September 2005 we will have multi-lingual self-service kiosks available at the Tower of
London and Hampton Court. This will provide four kiosks at the Tower of London and one
at Hampton Court, offering the customer more flexibility and the opportunity to purchase
tickets 24/7.
We also use portable ticket machines from Directional Data. This gives us the flexibility to
sell from anywhere, particularly useful at Hampton Court for the Maze and remote outposts.
It means we can take the tickets to the people and also use for queue busting. We hope to
work with tickets.com to have a wireless option linked to our ProVenueMax server by 2007
and we are also working with Directional Data on a self-service timed ticketing option for the
Jewel House – people will be able to print out a ticket giving them a time they can fast track
to see the Crown Jewels.
We are installing access control at three of our palaces – later this year at the Tower of
London, at Hampton Court by Autumn 2006 and Kensington Palace by 2007. This will be a
huge step forward for the Historic Royal Palaces with the following advantages:
• Maximum control over entry;
• Speed (faster entry);
• Security (invalidated tickets);
• Tracking (people counters);
• Scanning of promotional coupons & vouchers: we receive a huge number of

promotional coupons and Agency Vouchers all of which, currently, have to be
exchanged for tickets, which doesn’t help the visitor or the staff. On the lead-up
to installing Access Control, we want to work with our third party agencies so
that we can have a universal bar code on all their vouchers, which can be read
and accounted for at the point of entry. We want to take this a stage further by
allowing them to interface with our booking system and issue their vouchers
directly from our system, which will put us in control of the whole solution.
• Smart cards (see below);
• Home printing: we really want to encourage and provide the means of people
doing this when purchasing online or via the Call Centre. The majority of visitors
at the Tower are from overseas and this puts their ticket in their hand as soon
as they purchase it rather than awaiting fulfilment or having to collect on arrival.
We will also want to extend this to mobile and any other new technology
available in the future.
By 2007 we want to start selling smart cards instead of tickets, turning a day visit into longterm loyalty, meaning:
• People can pre-budget their entire visit – including Catering and Retail spend;
• A link will be created between the sites by topping up the card and using it at
another palace or for Web purchases;
• Loyalty points can be transferred directly onto the card;
• Ultimately everyone will become a ‘Member’;
• The visitor journey can be tracked and this will help with visitor flow;
• They can be used to create your own tour – create wireless hotspots and allow
people to select their own tour.

In terms of creating tours, we have looked at the emotions we want people to feel at
different stages of their visit. There should be pockets of excitement, fear and time for
reflection. People are often standing on the site of momentous events but don’t realise it.
We all have different learning styles and want different interpretive options. We want to
move away from pre-determined talks or tours, textual information or reliance on Audio
Guides, which can be isolating. One size does not suit or fit all. We want to use Wireless
and the Smart cards to allow people to create their own adventure: the idea would be for
you to select and download the Servants tour, for example, and then your card will only give
you access to those areas the Servants would have had access to and activate audio or
visual triggers along the way.
Over the past six months we have been looking at what the Visitor wants, rather than what
we want to give them. As part of this we looked at the whole visitor journey and how we can
help the visitor begin to explore their story with Historic Royal Palaces. Instead of just telling
our history we want our visitors to find a connection with their own history regardless of race
or culture and explore their own story. We then looked at what we want our image to be:
• Emotional;
• Involving;
• Connected;
• Escapist;
• Theatrical;
• Informative;
• Sensory;
• Open;
• Personal.

We are in the process of linking all of this in with each stage of the Customer Journey. with
the aim of improving and enhancing every stage, including:
• Expectations;
• Planning the visit;
• Journey;
• Arrival point on site;
• Start of the experience on site (start tours and debates outside the paying
area);
• Inside experience – all the Zones of Experience;
• Retail and Catering – a part of, not separate from, the experience;
• Leaving – as welcoming as the arrival;
• Long-term relationships building on this via repeat visits – loyalty and giving
people a reason to come back, because we present different themes and
celebrate relevant and current events, new audiences via music festivals, ice
rinks;
• Ongoing relationships via the website particularly for the overseas customer.
We want to continue the Customer Journey into the website and instead of just being
another corporate site, use it as a vehicle to excite our visitors in the wider world and help
them to explore the story of Monarchy, people and society with us. We will be changing our
website over the next twelve months, starting by migrating sections of the existing one onto
micro-sites in September 2005. One area I want to develop is an integrated Trade section,
which will allow partners to book via our site directly from our inventory – which will have
benefits for the visitor, ticketing and finance staff.
We want all staff to be aware that they have their own story to tell and use appropriate
Showmanship and panache to interact with the visitor whether they are a Yeoman Warder,
member of the Security staff, selling a ticket or office based. We recognise that we all have
a part to play in making every visit one to remember. There is no point in moving forward
with technology if the people let us down, so we will be rolling out specialised, professional
training for staff of all levels – we want to go beyond the normal Customer Care using
Choice, Technology and Expertise.

Changing for the Better
Alec Coles, Tyne and Wear Museums and Liz Moran, macrobert

Tyne and Wear Museums
This presentation comes from the Tyne and Wear Museums perspective and, in terms of
changing for the better, will suggest that it has to happen completely from within and impact
without. Tyne and Wear Museums has changed immensely over the last ten years, but it is
on a journey and wouldn’t pretend that it has reached the end of its journey, or even that it
ever will.
Tyne and Wear Museums run eleven buildings. As such, it is a large organisation – a joint
museums service with a variety of public sector clients, including five local authorities,
University of Newcastle, DCMS and even the Ministry of Defence, for which Tyne and Wear
Museums runs a small museum based on an old regimental museum. It acts very much like
an agency and the reason all these clients use us – because they still own the buildings and
collections – is because they like what Tyne and Wear Museums does. Some of you will
also be aware of the Renaissance in the Regions report and the programme that flowed

from that. Each of the nine English regions has a hub of the major museums in that region –
in the North East Regional Museums hub there are four partners, led by Tyne and Wear.
This is the performance of Tyne and Wear Museums over the last ten years:

The graph shows the organisation starting at a base in 1995/96 of well below 1,000,000
visits, increasing up to last year’s record year of 1,700,000. This is on a population base of
only 1,100,000 people. It has been achieved in a variety of different ways – developing the
products and the way in which we promote them - but largely it is because of a change in
philosophy.
For many years the question has been, ‘Aren’t museums and galleries about collections?’
Actually, I think there is a greater purpose. I am keen to make connection between the
organisation and its stakeholders because they pay the bills. The organisation generates 40
per cent of its income from fundraising and income generation, but all the rest comes from
public bodies – 45 per cent from the five local authorities, 12 per cent from government
departments and 2 per cent from the university, so it is the public who pay for us and we
therefore have a public purpose. Our instrumental value is critical to our purpose.
The key stakeholders are as follows:
• Local Authorities (five);
• Central government departments;
• University council;
• Other capital/revenue funders;
• The people that those above represent;
• Existing and potential visitors;
• Staff;
• Volunteers/Friends organisations.
I want to talk about the organisation’s mission statement:
To help people determine their place in the world, and define their identities, so
enhancing their self-respect and their respect for others
That is the key to everything that the organisation does and when the mission statement
was adopted, about eight years ago, it was critical in terms of changing our thinking.
Mission statements are a bit like your appendix – you vaguely remember you have one, you
can’t quite remember where it is or what it does and you can probably manage without it, but
in generating this statement, it really made us think about what we did and what we are

there for. I would be the first to admit that my staff couldn’t quote this verbatim back to you
but it does underpin everything we do. I do quite a lot of lecturing with museum studies
students and occasionally get the question about how this can be a mission statement for a
museums service when it doesn’t mention collections and I would say that the collections
are the tools that we use, but that this is our purpose and why we are a deserved drain on
the public purse. Underpinning the mission statement are the beliefs that:
• We make a positive difference to people’s lives;
• We inspire and challenge people to explore their world and open up new
horizons;
• We are a powerful educational and learning resource for all the community,
regardless of age, need or background;
• We act as an agent of social and economic regeneration;
• We are accountable to the people of the North East.
They may sound obvious, but ten years ago it wasn’t obvious and even now it probably isn’t
to all the staff and people that govern us. My challenge to staff is that every day they should
just remember why they do what they do and who they do it for. Keeping this in mind
means that they won’t go far wrong.
In terms of what this meant for developing our product: we had clearly quite a good product
in terms of the collections, which are designated and of national importance, but the
experience did not always match user expectations. We also looked at how far we should
concentrate on the familiar – the temptation always was to just do another dinosaur
exhibition, as dinosaur exhibitions represented one venue’s first, second and third most
successful exhibitions over a period of eight years. The temptation to keep doing these
things is not necessarily wrong because it is important to pull people in with what they know,
but the organisation also needs to make sure it challenges people, while still attracting them
using things like dinosaurs and Egypt. We also looked at providing a quality experience in
the public sector, where cash is always tight and a service-led, rather than experience-led,
public sector approach. This has been quite a challenge, bringing people along in terms of
looking at things from the visitor perspective.
Collections are the USPs of museums – the one thing that the organisation has that nobody
else does; but it is important to acknowledge that they only become meaningful because of
the knowledge that underpins them – about collections, about science, about how people
engage with them (people’s different learning styles) and about our audiences.
One museum used to be called the Museum of Science and Industry and was once
famously described by the leader of Newcastle City Council as the Mausoleum of Science
and Industry which I think spoke volumes about what it was like. We had to decide whether
we were just going to go for more of the same audiences (from that base of 900,000) or
whether we were going to try and break the stigma of being only for the white middle class
and go out and persuade the most challenged group of people we could think of – the
people who thought that the museums were posh elitist places that weren’t for them (which
is still a view that pervades more widely than any of us like to think). We started targeting
specific groups, but of course first we had to find out about our audiences. Ten years ago
museums didn’t do performance management, benchmarking, audience returns. We
started a benchmarking project that has fed through every year, which has allowed us to find
out more about our audiences. We also joined the Association for Leading Visitor
attractions (you have to have more than 1 million visits per year so it is a bit of a club), which
does research and benchmarking and we’ve used those returns and mystery visits. DCMS
became more interested in performance management and therefore we collect data for
them, and through Renaissance in the Regions we collect an enormous amount of data to
show that the extra £3.75 million is being spent responsibly (part of which is an annual
MORI poll). We set up focus groups, which we hadn’t done before, and we still do them.
They still frighten us sometimes – the main art gallery is probably one of the best-known
sites and is the one least able to change the demographic of its visitors and the focus group
attenders this year who have visited the gallery say positive things (that it is accessible,

enjoyable, non-threatening) but the people that have never been describe it as elitist, not for
them and middle class. So, we invested a lot of funding into finding out more about
audiences. What we have been able to do now, for instance, is build the audience of young
people, which is critical to us. It would have been 30 per cent of visits before and now 48
per cent are under 16. We have done this in various ways – partly through the schools
market (particularly KS1 and KS2, with KS3 and KS4 being more difficult); pre-school visits,
long before things like Sure Start were ever dreamed of; Higher & Further Education; family
visits; youth groups; clubs.

The graph above shows visits from those in organised educational programmes, effectively
school visits. Targeting that audience has delivered a 70 per cent increase over the last five
years. Learners of all ages has seen an even bigger (90 per cent) increase:

But perhaps I am proudest of the change in the socio-demographic composition of our
audience. The organisation started from a base of 20 per cent C2DEs and last year that
reached 44 per cent (with some sites reaching 50-57 per cent). That, to me, is going back
to the mission about who we are there for – the people who pay council tax who previously
thought museums were not for them.
So how did the organisation do this? It invested in better product, but also looked at
promotion and communication. There are many stories about how the organisation had got
it wrong in the past. One of the first capital grants was for the then Museum of Science and
Industry to develop a fashion gallery, to try and change the predictable gender base visiting
a museum of that name. £200,000 at that time was a big investment and the promotional
budget to tell people about it was £2,000. The problem was that nobody took it seriously.

The organisation also started to invest more in customer care, although this is still a journey
that we may never get completely right. We began to employ more specialist staff - nine
years ago there was one junior/middling marketing officer whereas now there are 7.5 fulltime equivalent communications staff and 3 development staff, so the emphasis of the
organisation has completely changed. The organisation has also consulted users, sampled
audiences and sought delivery and media partners – the organisation has built up a
business partners club but has also been keen to ensure that it brought in local newspapers:
Tyne & Wear Museums is now a major sponsor of their culture magazine, plus local
television and radio companies are media partners and sponsor exhibitions, so they are
engaged at a deep level (and being cynical it’s harder to be critical of the organisation when
they’re sponsoring the exhibition!)
The organisation engaged in a range of different ways:
• Targeted projects at niche markets;
• Improved overall experience;
• Tried to engage all staff in the process (exhibition or education programmes
are no longer generated just by curators but by a multi-disciplinary team,
including communications staff, so marketing is truly treated as the whole story
and not just promoting the exhibitions at the end of it);
• Increased retail performance (55 per cent in 5 years) – this is important in the
North East where people like to spend money, so it was important to give them
the opportunity to take something home as part of the service (as well as
generating income);
• Developed venue brands – there are eleven venues and they are what people
recognise, not who runs them (all the different brands can be a challenge, but
actually it’s no different from something like Proctor & Gamble);
• Improved monitoring and performance management – our number-crunching
and instrumental benefits are key to our well-being and why we are the bestfunded and most successful regional museums service in England;
• Improved planning (each year a five year plan is rolled forward) and engaged
staff in the process.

There was clearly a mismatch between our aspirations and some of our tired facilities, so it
wasn’t just a question of improving education programmes or promoting harder. Along
came the Heritage Lottery Fund, European money and Single programme money and now,
£70 million later, a huge amount of capital investment has enabled us to move forward,

particularly at the Discovery Museum (formerly the Museum of Science and Industry) and
Sunderland, with smaller improvements at other sites.
The ‘imagine’ website (www.imagine.org.uk ) provides access to all our collections. Visits to
the website have increased by 2000 per cent in the last five years.
The organisation has also managed to pull in a lot of other partners, including the British
Museum, National Gallery and the National Portrait Gallery. The organisation’s business
partners include thirty major businesses in a region that doesn’t have a lot of major
businesses. The organisation has also gone for awards, which I used to be quite cynical
about. I now think you should enter everything! A selection of awards/runner-up placings
includes European Museum of the Year; Gulbenkian Musuem prize and Visitor Attraction of
the Year (which would have been unthinkable ten years ago in Sunderland). The
organisation has now won or been runner up for eighty major awards and this is a fillip for
the staff. It is worth entering – in the Heritage Show awards I think we submitted something
like twenty entries, which, in one sense, is embarrassing but in another sense shows the
level of achievement.
Staff development is crucial in all of this, but not everyone will buy in – there are still some
unreconstructed people who would still say it is about what we do and not why we do it.
You need key staff to champion the cause and you need to recruit carefully and remunerate
properly (the latter being an ongoing problem in the public sector). Ensure that you value all
staff roles and that everyone knows they have a role in fulfilling the mission: communicate
the shared responsibility for the mission.
The organisation learned:
• How little we knew about our audience;
• How little we knew about promotional techniques and how little we spent on
them;
• We have to accept that brands are all specific – don’t let anyone tell you there
is one universal answer because every venue is different and every audience is
different;
• Audiences are responsive to different products and are highly segmented –
we have many, many, different audiences;
• Investment in product quality is essential;
• Investment in audience research pays off many times over;
• Customer care never stops – you can let go at any point and you need to
continue to address it on an ongoing basis;
• Some people don’t get it;
• For a public body, a sense of purpose is the most important thing;
• Always remember why you do it and who you do it for.

macrobert
This presentation is about macrobert’s journey, which in many ways was quite a personal
journey for me, and will give a bit of background information about macrobert and its
impetus for change.
macrobert opened in 1971 and it was Scotland’s first purpose-built arts centre containing a
main theatre space for 500; a studio space for 100 and a small art gallery. As an arts
centre, it was fortunate in its location – not only in the heart of historic Scotland but on the
beautiful campus of the University of Stirling. macrobert faces challenges in terms of how it
is perceived by the local and wider community though – is it only for students and staff? Or
is it for people who live in the very affluent area in which the university is based? Twelve
years ago, I gave birth to my first child. His arrival opened my eyes to the difficulties faced
in terms of physical access and attitude of others to children and those accompanying

children. It really felt that our society was of the opinion that children should not even be
seen, let alone heard. I found things we had taken for granted like going to the theatre, the
cinema and eating out were almost impossible. So, our life tended to revolve around the
supermarket or Ikea, where at least we knew that, as a family, we would be welcomed and
catered for with facilities and staff who understood us. When I came back to macrobert I
realised that we were excluding a very large section of the population and we had to
change. The first area of change was our programme. We began to increase the number
and regularity of events that were on offer for children and families. This was initially quite
difficult as, at that time, there was not a lot of high quality theatre, dance and music being
created for families, especially for young audiences. So this challenge meant we decided as
an organisation to try to create work ourselves. The first piece of work we created was in
1998 – The Happy Prince – which went to Broadway this year and has toured round most of
the UK. For older young people we created a piece of work with The Tron in Glasgow,
Company of Angels and Y Dance – working with young asylum seekers in Glasgow we
created a piece of dance theatre for 14 years and over. As we began the process of
creating work, we learned from young people that they had a real desire to create for
themselves and we set up our own youth theatre. As more children began to use the
building we recognised the need for a different kind of physical building which was better
suited to meet the needs of young people and those who bring young people and we
embarked on an ambitious capital project. As we developed the project we realised that if
you were to create a building and programme that was genuinely relevant and exciting for
young people we needed their views and opinions, as otherwise we were just making
assumptions about what we thought they might want. At that time we set up the macrobert
young consultants, which exist to this day. They came about to:
• Evaluate and advise us on the facilities that we had at the time;
• Determine to what extent the proposed capital project would truly serve their
needs and be responsive to their interests;
• To evaluate the proposed plans in relation to the inclusion of children with
disabilities and special needs;
• To inform the artistic programme and ensure its relevance and attractiveness
to young people;
• To help create a climate of openness to children’s views within the
organisation.
Working with parents and young consultants we developed our children’s charter:
• The macrobert is fully committed to the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child;
• The macrobert will strive to ensure all its work and facilities are open to all
children whatever race, religion, language, ability, opinion or family background;
• macrobert staff will treat children with consideration and respect at all times;
• macrobert will listen and respond to what children and their carers say;
• Families, especially families with young children, will be made welcome
throughout the macrobert;
• macrobert will employ staff who are committed to the rights of the child and
ensure their suitability to work with children;
• macrobert will actively promote positive attitudes towards children and their
families;
• All macrobert staff will be aware of the needs of children and able to provide
assistance to carers and their needs e.g. breast feeding, heating baby food etc.;
• macrobert

facilities will be designed to be safe/easily accessible to all children.

And the following promise to children:

You are really important to us and we have written up this list of promises. If you think we
have broken any of these promises you should tell a member of staff straight away.
• We welcome you into the macrobert and hope that you enjoy your experience;
• It doesn't matter which school you go to, where you stay, or how old you are,
we will treat all children with the same care and respect;
• You will be made to feel welcome by all of the people who work here;
• We will listen to your comments and opinions and will try to respond quickly to
anything you say, and any suggestions you make;
• We will also listen to what the person looking after you says;
• We will make families, especially if you have small brothers and sisters, very
welcome;
• Everybody who works at the macrobert will be given special training to make
sure that they realise how important you are, and to make sure that they treat
you properly;
• All the staff you meet will be friendly towards you, and will help if you have any
questions;
• We will help the people who look after you and make their visit as easy as
possible;
• You will be able to move around the building easily and safely.
The children’s charter came about to ensure that staff understood what it meant to be truly
respectful and offer a service to children and represented a declaration of service, so that
adults knew what they should expect. The thinking behind the promise to children is so that
they also expect the highest standards and tell the organisation if it is failing to deliver. Of
course, we do sometimes fail and we have to learn from it each time.
A commitment to the rights of the child is an essential criteria for staff members and all staff
go through a Disclosure Scotland check on an annul basis.
Marketing to children was another area macrobert decided to try and develop. We talked to
children and came up with idea of the wolf as the logo – the reason is that there are lots of
myths and legends about wolves in Stirling and they can also be cuddly or exciting.
After the development of the brand and logo the young consultants felt that the brochures
did not speak to children at all and wanted a brochure that was written for them, and ideally
by them. So, we worked together to apply for lottery funding for a magazine and website
called WOW and the young consultants are part of the editing team. That further developed
to the extent that they worked with the architect on the design of our new building. In March
2000, we secured £3.35 million from the Scottish Arts Council national lottery towards a
£6.44 million major refurbishment and extension, which incorporated the ideas of the young
consultants. What difference did the young consultants make to the building? One thing
they asked for was that they felt the building needed to say that children were welcome and
they wanted something on the outside that said children can come in, so there an outside
play area was created close to the entrance. The old entrance was up steps and invisible (it
looked like every other university building) so signage and level access was a key
development, for prams as well as wheelchair users. Accessible ticket sales information
points were introduced so that the first thing people see when they walk in, is people. Part
of the development was a new cinema which has been very important in terms of providing
a regular programme, so that families or others know that, no matter when they come, there
is always something on, whether it is a film or a live event. The Filmhouse also enabled us
to develop a new initiative with Dundee Contemporary Arts Centre – Discover - which is
Scotland’s first international film festival for children and young people. Treehouse is a
crèche that is open 7 days a week – every morning as a crèche and in the afternoon as an
activity space. It is also the key venue for birthday parties. Birthday parties, in terms of
marketing, are very interesting because every child has possibly twenty friends who often
have not been before and so in their goodie bag they get a voucher to come back to

macrobert, which has been very helpful for us in terms of developing the audience. We also
have the Workhouse, which is not as sinister as it sounds. This is the base for nine different
youth theatres, ranging from ages 3-18; two street dance companies; one youth dance
company; one music theatre group, as well as being the rehearsal space we use for our own
productions. The café bar has video projection and acts as a performance space for
comedy and live music. The menu for children was designed and developed with children
themselves – there was a bit of an interesting debate about curly fries versus fresh salad,
but we’ve compromised by including both. The Mainhouse theatre space seats 466. We
also have what we call the Arthouse which is basically the corridor that links the main
theatre space through to other spaces and we exhibit art work created by children along
there, plus there are projection facilities for animation and other film work which is produced
by children.
The Young Consultants have their own space which they run themselves called Wallace’s
Den (Wallace being the wolf) which has Playstation 2 in it. It is their space and they had a
budget to put in it what they wanted and they share it with other children of a similar age anyone who is 8 years of age or older can gain access.
Playhouse is the old studio space, which has been refurbished and designed for children’s
theatre, in particular theatre for younger children. The children designed the seating and it
was very different from what I had envisaged – they wanted something that felt like they
were sitting at home watching TV on couches.
Other things that came up from the children, and which helped contribute to the attention to
detail, were booster cushions in the cinema and theatre that were not hard plastic ones such
as you find in multiplexes, but comfortable cushions that felt like they were sitting on a
normal seat. There are baby changing facilities and socket covers, so parents feel they can
leave the children to move round the building safely and different heights of sink, to give the
message that all sizes are welcome.
So what has been the result of the changes? One of the challenges we are often faced
with, especially when applying for funding, is the notion that children and adults can’t really
co-exist within the same building. I think what we can show is that they can:

The chart below shows the breakdown of income:

Relatively speaking support grants now represent less of the overall cake. The number of
total bookers has also increased:

As you would expect, this includes a big increase in family bookers from 3,638 to 6,600.
macrobert has also increased its penetration of Stirling households (although it attracts an
audience from a much wider area than just Stirling) from 21 per cent to 30 per cent. The
key philosophy behind the building has been about flexibility, so we can change the feel of
the building, so that during the day it is very focused on children and families that seem to
be in but also recognises that we are on a university campus, so we want to be able to
attract students by changing the atmosphere at night through lighting, music and video
projection.
The physical building has been important in helping us widen access. Staff members have
also been crucial in terms of their attitude and their commitment to the vision. Also, people
won’t choose to come back if they don’t get good service. Another essential element has
been the programme itself. Luckily there is now a wealth of work around for young people.
Finally, our fantastic young consultants still exist, and some have been with us for eight
years now. 90 per cent of the audience response has been positive:
‘Inspiring’
‘Great food and service’

‘Can you open 24 hours a day?’
‘Delighted this facility is on our doorstep – very lucky’
‘I love this place, I don’t know what I would do without it’
Of course, some people don’t like children and young people in the building, but there are
plenty of other places for them to go, I suppose, and I think that’s a cultural thing we have to
keep trying to tackle.
‘Since re-opening in October the macrobert has established itself as the premier
children’s arts venue not only in Central Scotland but anywhere in the country’
(Mark Brown, The Scotsman)
‘Children and young people are not just the audiences of tomorrow. They
are audiences now, in their own right. And they have talents and potential, which
must see the light of day…. There are people in Scotland now who have that
vision - like the macrobert in Stirling’ ( Rt. Hon. Jack McConnell MSP, St
Andrews Day Lecture, 30th November 2003)
Three years on, I think we’ve learned that we are still at the beginning of our journey but that
young people in particular are a powerhouse of ideas and inspiration; that young people are
the audiences of now, not only in future; that family audiences can generate additional
income and that adults and young people can co-exist in the same building. We’ve just
conducted a lot of research and identified some challenges that we face, particularly with
non-attenders who have the perception that macrobert is only for children and young
people, so that is our next challenge - to develop a marketing strategy to ensure that we are
seen as what we are intended to be, an arts centre that is genuinely inclusive for all ages.

Putting Passion and Purpose on your Life Map
Jackee Holder, Life Work in Progress
The two things that often prevent us from achieving our goals are resistance (stopping
ourselves from doing the things we want to do) and taking action (actually putting into
practice the things that will get us closer to where we want to be).
One of the things I want to focus on is what nurtures and nourishes us as individuals. What
will help us put our purpose back in a central place on our life maps? I think most of us will,
when we think about our lives, find that often it is very busy, with a lot on the schedule.
When I talk about purpose, I mean it in the smallest of senses, in terms of how you feel
about who you are being in the world and the impact you are having, and big purpose, in
terms of making an impact with things you create or believe in or projects you get behind or
lead - so purpose in all its forms and guises. I’m sure many of you have small purpose that
is just as significant and meaningful and you also have a vision of a larger purpose – maybe
something you’ve always wanted to do or new projects or ideas that you’d like to achieve.
The way we sometimes get back on track is by taking quality time out and the aim of the
workshop is to show that this doesn’t necessarily involve lots of time. It includes exercises
that you can take away and do on your own that will encourage you in terms of making sure
your purpose is central and you are not getting distracted. This also means we need to
bring some consistency to the way in which you review and evaluate your life. We’re going
to be utilising some very simple questions but they have profound effects.
Thinking about the branding keynotes, part of your purpose is all about branding yourself –
this is who I am; this is what I’m about; this is what I care about; these are the services,
skills and talents that I have to offer – and then finding a form to offer it in.

Think of an area of your life that you would like more passion in, or an area of your life in
which you would like to be clearer about your purpose or the thing that motivated you to
come here. Some examples are:
• Carving out time for personal creativity;
• Motivation;
• Trying to slow down and simplify life;
• Being more organised;
• Being able to identify your strengths;
• Being able to identify new directions;
• Actually do things I always thought I would do or have done by now;
• Being able to identify what you really want to do – sometimes you’re faced
with so many choices;
• Stop comparing yourself to other people;
• Being brave enough to give up the things that you know don’t make you
happy.
In relation to the last point, can I suggest that you make a list of things that you don’t want
to do. On that list might be activities that you do but that don’t inspire or motivate you. One
of the things we want to think about while seeking out our purpose is, when we’ve identified
what we want, about clearing the way to make it happen. We need to work out what we
need to do less of and eliminate from our lives in order to make space – physical, mental or
emotional – for the things that we want to focus our energy and attention on. Sometimes
there are so many things draining our energy and time, we need to carve out time for
personal creativity, to be able to slow down and simplify. So one thought is: what might you
need to let go of in your life so you can have some of the other things that you want?
Stop comparing yourself to people: if we think about resistance, comparison robs you of
your passion, enthusiasm and motivation. Like with running – you may have been running
for 45 minutes but the minute somebody passes you it’s no longer about how long you’ve
been out there or what you are achieving for yourself; immediately your energy and
attention goes on the other person, robbing you of your achievement and the progress that
you are making in that present moment.
Wheel of Life
If you have done it before, take time to compare how the last one looked with a new one.
For those that haven’t done it before, draw a circle on a blank sheet of paper and divide it
into eight equal sections. The aim is to help see where you are at – it is a quick review
process. Sometimes in workshops the sections are pre-defined e.g. work; home & family;
health & fitness; relationships; travel; spirituality; money and free time. But you should
come up with the eight most important areas of your life and place each one in a different
section. These are not necessarily all things that you want to change, but the eight areas
that matter to you most in your life.
Once you have done that, start from the centre and put little lines to use as a scale in terms
of how you are feeling about a particular area. So, if we start from the centre, imagine that
is 0 and then have a grade of 10 little lines going out equally to the outer edge of the circle
(which is 10). Now go round each of the areas, think about how you feel about them right
now and then put a cross there, 10 being good. If there is something lacking in an area
then it won’t score 10. This is a good way to get in touch with how you are feeling about
your life. When finished, join the crosses up and take a few minutes to go round and in
each of the areas, is there anything you would like more of and is there anything you would
like less of? So e.g. in your work life you might want more opportunity to express your
creativity in your work or less time spent at work. Also ask yourself, what would you like to
stay the same – it is important to look at what is good and working, as well as looking at

what you might want to change or let go of.
Think also about the shape of your life wheel - what is that saying to you about your life
right now? This gives a visual picture of how your life is and what you might want to shift or
change about it. Once you start deciding on the particular areas you want to focus on and
invest more time, energy and focus in, then you are doing the work on it.
You might also have to prioritise: for example, you might like to have more money but if you
would also like less time at work already then you might need to decide which area you are
going to give your attention to. I should also add that sometimes 10 might be an ideal, so
we might just be talking about aiming towards a 7 or an 8.
If I said to you on a scale of 0-10, now that you have done your wheel of life and you are
thinking about what you really want, where are you on that scale in relation to your overall
purpose, what would you say? 5? 8? Get an idea of where you are in relation to where
your life is right now, because you need to acknowledge where you are, before you can get
clarity about how you might go about getting to where you want to be.
There are some realities in life but often we find that before a step has even been taken we
create a whole set of objections about why we can’t achieve our goals and this zaps our
motivations rather than focusing on the positives that will energise and motivate us. We
also need to focus on the things that get in the way – so while the objective may be to move
house, it may be the money and relationships that are the resisting areas that we need to
focus the energy and attention on.
Q: I have a time deficit - everything I want more of involves more time – for friends, family,
boyfriend – where do I get it all from?
Consider the following from the One Minute Manager:

So anything that takes time goes into a box. Think about your own prioritisation and the
things you do the most – some people do 1, some 2 some 3. The benefit of prioritising box
2 is that you get it out of the way, clear space and get things done. But most prioritise 1
and 3. With 3, you are spending energy on things that don’t have to be done and putting
things off that need to be done. This takes extra mental, emotional and physical time. With
box 2 you need to find the positives e.g. doing the washing means you can wear a
particular outfit when you go out, or give yourself a reward when you do the things in box 2.
Sometimes we just need a small incentive to get us there. How can we motivate ourselves
to get these things done? Ultimately, then, how we manage box 2 is most important.
The things that you have to do but don’t want to do (and so don’t do) are known as
tolerations. Tolerations are anything that drain your energy. Often when we feel demotivated or unenthusiastic, we need to go back and clear some of the tolerations in our
lives, to clear space to give us time to focus on our ideas. Tolerations that might drain your
physical, mental and emotional energy include:
• Housework;
• Piles of unopened bills;
• Being a family organiser;
• People you live with;
• Owning a house – sorting out work that needs doing.

So to put some perspective on tolerations: we are headed towards shifting your energy.
The purpose of tolerations is to be clear about what is draining your energy and eliminate or
reduce it.
2. Things you have to and don’t want to do
1. Things you have to and want to do
4. Things you don’t have to do and don’t want to do
3. Things you want to do and don’t have to do
I Will Not Die an Unlived Life, by Dawna Markova, is all about her life journey dealing with
breast cancer and talks about four questions. They are very simple but help point you to
what really matters:
L – What do I Love? What inspires you, what motivates you and what do you really want?
I – What are your Inner gifts and talents? Write down the things you are good at, that other
people know you for and admire in you. This is partly about acknowledging and affirming
what you already have, but also about identifying any gaps in which you might need to
develop your skills, knowledge or experience.
V – What do you Value? What’s important to you? Your values are key to your purpose.
E – What Environments bring out the best in you? When thinking about this question,
think outside the box. It might be about workshops or solitude, books or radio – the
mediums in which you can express your purpose. It can come down to the most basic thing
about the kind of physical space that will inspire you, motivate you and energise you.
D – Doing. I would add a fifth element, which is about identifying and committing to the
action that needs to be taken.
Further reading
I Will Not Die an Unlived Life by Dawna Markova
Callings by Greg Levoy
How to Be Inspired by Nick Williams
The Work You Were Born To Do By Nick Williams
I Could Do Anything If Only I Knew What It Was by Barbara Sher
The War of Art by Steven Pressfield
The Creative Habit by Twyla Tharp
The Right Questions and the Best Year Yet by Debbie Ford
90 Days To A New Life Direction and Living Your Best Life by Laura Berman Fortgang
Take Time For Your Life by Cheryl Richardson.
The E Myth Revisited by Michael Gerber
Transform Your Life by Penny Ferguson
What Should I Do With My Life by Po Bronson
The Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell
What We Ache For by Oriah Mountain Dreamer
Crossing the Unknown Sea – Work And The Shaping Of Identity by David Whyte
Make Your Creative Dreams Real by SARK
Soul Purpose by Jackee Holder

Conducting Primary Research: everything you need to know to get it
right first time
Jo Litt, Royal Shakespeare Company
This will be a presentation aimed at first timers to the subject of primary research – a
summary of how to conduct in-house research projects, rather than the considerations you
would need to make if you were commissioning some research from a third party. In other
words, what will be covered today are the research methods for relatively small-scale
projects. The format will be a broad overview for the first 45 minutes of the session,
followed by questions at the end.
There will be no stats or charts in this presentation. Firstly, to summarise what the session
will cover: it will start with a broad overview of data collection methods, and will then outline
how you go about conducting primary research. This includes planning the research you
hope to carry out, designing the questionnaire, analysing the results and reporting your
findings. At the end of the presentation is a discussion of the ten crucial Dos and Don’ts of
primary research.
To begin with, it is important to explain briefly some market research jargon. ‘Primary
research’ is essentially any research you carry out in order to get new data. ‘Secondary
research’ is research or data that already exists, so research that has been carried out in the
past by someone else. ‘Quantitative research’ is any number questions, yes/no questions,
details about, for example, age, and closed questions, while ‘qualitative research’ means
questions concerning feelings and opinions – so open-ended questions.
Secondary data can provide very useful background information that you can use to back up
or to contextualise your own primary research. Useful information sources you might use or
come across include the Arts Council, TGI data, census data, the Office of National
Statistics, your ticketing database, and the Marketing Pocket Book. This last publication
provides details of the population from the ONS, allowing you to find out, for example, the
percentage of under-25s in your area.
The data collection methods most readily available to you will probably be questionnaires,
focus groups and accompanied theatre trips. Questionnaires can be carried out face to
face, or sent (or returned) by post to your database contacts; they might be emailed out, or
filled in online on your website, or might be carried out over the telephone, which involves
useful interaction with your audience. Focus groups can be an interesting way of mixing up
different kinds of people to generate good discussions about your venue. However, you
need to be careful not to let focus groups get out of hand – they can sometimes produce
huge amounts of fascinating but completely unusable information. Finally, you might choose
to accompany a patron to one of your performances. This can be an interesting way of
seeing how your building appears to someone who doesn’t know it. When you work in a
place all day, every day, you stop noticing things that someone visiting the building for the
first time might have problems with. Accompanying someone on their visit might show you,
for example, that the toilets are not clearly signalled from the foyer, or that certain ticket
prices are particularly appealing for reasons you hadn’t considered – or that the car park
lights are never on at the end of a late show, and so on.
When beginning to go about a research project, the first crucial question to ask yourself is
‘why am I doing the research?’ Outlining your project objectives, defining what it is you want
to achieve, is fundamental. You must decide what it is that you want to know, what decision
you want to drive, what action you want to come out of it, and who you should be surveying.
These objectives should follow the SMART model: they should be Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant and Time-based – you need to set out initially the timescale for the
work you are planning.
You also need to ask yourself how you will go about compiling the questionnaire: how will it

be distributed? What tools will you use to analyse the data you receive? How will you use
the data when you have it? Who in your organisation will be responsible for physically
carrying out the work involved? And find out what extra support is available to help you in
gathering information.
In asking yourself what it is you want to know, there are three main areas of research for an
arts-based project. Firstly, you might want to collect feedback about your venue, for
example the level of service perceived by patrons. This might include journey time to the
venue, car park safety issues and so on. Secondly, you can collect information to inform
specific policy changes your venue might be considering. Bear in mind it can be difficult to
change something noticeable in the building without taking into account the opinions of your
audience. If, for example, you want to change smoking policy to make the foyer a nonsmoking area, you can canvass audience opinion and then present the results. Suppose 70
per cent of respondents say they would prefer a non-smoking foyer, then you can make the
change and display the results so that if you meet any complaints, you can say ‘this is what
70 per cent of you asked for’, demonstrating commitment to audience opinion (even if you
were planning to make it non-smoking regardless what they said – they don’t need to know
that!). The third main research area to look into is the collection of demographic information,
for example the postcode of the respondent. You can use this information to measure for
accuracy against postcode data in your database, bearing in mind that people that answer
questionnaires are often specific groups – women over 55 have a tendency to answer
questionnaires more than the average, as do singles (it gives them something to do in the
interval).
On the question of who you should be surveying, it is important to be realistic! You will not
be able to survey all the people who visit your venue, it’s simply not possible. The 2000
market research project at the Queen’s Theatre, Hornchurch, surveyed only those people
who were loyal customers, and came to in-house productions. It’s also important to consider
when you will have the time to process the information – at the Queen’s, data was collected
in the spring to leave time to get the analysis done. So: break down your audience into
sectors before you begin surveying, for example those people who are professional theatre
goers, those who come only for guest concerts or music, the family audience, the amateur
hire audience and so on. In 2003, the research at the Queen’s was widened to include
guest show and children’s show audiences. The children’s show audience had a very low
response rate – obvious, in retrospect: mothers managing kids in the interval have enough
on their hands without having to fill in a questionnaire as well! Interestingly, the amateur hire
audience felt considerably more positive about the venue than the professional theatregoers. However, it’s important to remember that some sectors of the audience are worth
more than others – for example, you may sell eight tickets a year to each of your
professional theatre-goers, so their opinions should be acted upon more than the sectors
who only attend as one-offs.
When compiling a questionnaire, you first need to work out everything you want to know!
Bear in mind everyone in your organisation will want to know something different, so ask
around. Make sure you use secondary data to work out what information you already have
– don’t ask what you can find out elsewhere. For example, you should know how much they
spend from your ticketing database, which you should use extensively to source your
statistics. Avoid asking questions if you will not be able to use the results. An example of
this was in the 2000 survey carried out at Queen’s. That included a question regarding a
future project that then never happened, and with hindsight the question should have been
excluded. Finally, revisit your list of questions and delete any questions that can be
answered by secondary data, irrelevant information and ticketing information. You will, in all
probability, still have a sizeable list.
Planning wording and question order is an important consideration: you must be empathetic
to your audience. Everyone has seen questionnaires they wouldn’t fill out – tiny font size,
lengthy forms, jargon-dense prose, questionnaires that ask you your age straight off. A
useful test is to run a pilot with your non-marketing staff – get someone to read it through to
check that the order of questions makes logical sense to someone else. At the Queen’s the
Box Office staff were asked to fill in the questionnaire as a test, and provided a lot of useful
feedback on jargon, which, if you use it every day, you wouldn’t notice. Keep your
questionnaire as short as possible, no longer than ten minutes to complete – at Queen’s,

again, the form was a sheet of A4 divided into four panels. People look at a single sheet of
paper and think ‘I can do that’ – in addition, a single sheet will keep your photocopying costs
down! Move all your personal questions (age, sex, postcode etc.) to the end, as putting
them at the beginning puts people off. By the end, people are so used to answering
questions that they rattle them off without thinking. Finally, keep your questions unbiased.
For instance, asking ‘What did you find particularly helpful about our brochure?’ supposes
that there was something helpful about it. Make sure you allow your respondents to answer
as honestly and factually as possible, rather than leading their answers.
Think carefully how best to distribute your questionnaire to maximise response rate.
Possible distribution methods include:
• Face-to-face question-answer in the foyer;
• Posting slips to e.g. ‘top 500’ customers;
• Leaving slips on seats in the auditorium;
• Phoning or emailing customers;
• Publishing the survey on a website.
Bear in mind that your methodology will affect your response rate. At the DTI, some
research was carried out on research, so to speak. At one conference, delegates were
mailed afterwards with a questionnaire to post back, producing a 5 per cent response rate.
At a second conference, the questionnaire was included in the delegate pack, with
instructions to post it back, also producing a 5 per cent response rate. At a third conference,
a prize draw was announced to take place at the end of the day for all those who had filled in
their questionnaire, and repeated reminders of this were put out throughout the day. The
response rate there was 60 per cent.
In a theatre context, at Queen’s one questionnaire was distributed to patrons to fill out before
the performance started, to collect feedback about the front of house experience. Clearly
marked boxes were also provided in the foyer to put the completed forms in, and the
usherettes were tasked to remind people to fill them in. In addition, a prize draw was offered
for entrants at the end of the show. A helpful hint is to provide plenty of pens and tables.
That way, when someone refuses to fill in the form, with the excuse of ‘I can’t, there’s
nowhere to lean’ or ‘I don’t have a pen’, you can point him or her to a table, or provide a pen.
This actually produces a guilty feeling in a lot of people, so they then go on to fill out the
questionnaire. Bear in mind as well that a surprisingly large number of people actually like
talking to staff, and feeling that their opinions are taken on board and valued. People like to
feel that their responses have made a difference to, for example, the smoking policy
mentioned earlier, so ensure that you put up signs afterwards detailing some of the results.
This really does produce a positive response from patrons, who like to feel they are making
a difference.
A couple more statistics: in the 2003 survey at Queen’s, questionnaires were placed on
seats in the auditorium. The response from these was approximately 5 per cent. The
response from questionnaires handed out in person was around 55 per cent. If you are
trying to benchmark your response rate, the average variation in paper questionnaire
response rates is between 12 per cent and 70 per cent.
Once you have collected all of this information, the important thing is to analyse it. A
surprisingly large number of organisations get to this point and then stop. Be sure to have
planned your time so that you will be able to process and analyse the data – data inputting
makes a great job for work experience people. You can get software packages to take you
through the inputting process, for example the one used at Queen’s [Snap] provides an
inputting interface that looks just like the questionnaire. Software packages can be
expensive at around £1,000 to £2,000 a time, but are a good investment, particularly given
that you should always carry out a follow-up piece of research. The second piece of
research should ask different questions, having learnt from the first piece. If you’re able to,
try and get on an advanced Excel training course to help you with data analysis. Excel
allows you to use pivot tables for cross-tabulation – if you get on a training course, tell the
trainer what it is that you want to learn. In processing data, bear in mind that it is important

to keep all of your individual responses as separate entries – this will allow you to group
them in different ways when you are analysing the results.
In drawing out the results, try to focus on getting the broad answers out of it first. At the
Queen’s theatre approximately 1,500 forms came back, and first of all the broad issues were
examined, for example whether the service was perceived overall as good or bad, the
number of responses and so on. Everyone works on gut feelings in the industry, and these
broad perspectives will help you with your gut feelings. From there, you can then revisit the
questions in more depth, in order to build a more detailed picture of your audience. You can
use data analysis tools to cross-tabulate the responses, which will give you deeper
knowledge of your respondents.
The next question, once you have analysed your data, is deciding what to do with it. Publish
a summary document, approximately two pages relating all the key information gathered.
The more useful information you can get into it, the more helpful it will be. Report the facts
with clear conclusions and don’t get emotional: for example, if your responses show that
Tuesday night is a very unpopular night for the bar, and you happen to know Bill Smith
works the Tuesday night shift, don’t jump to conclusions! Discuss the results and follow
them up with a set of action points; so if they show an under-representative proportion of the
16-24 age group attends your shows, do something specific to redress this. Present the
report as widely as possible, and keep it objective and honest – if you get ‘bad’ results, these
can be as useful to build upon as ‘good’ feedback. Don’t be too scientific – if a significant
proportion of your responses indicate a particular criticism, you can act upon it without
excessive scientific justification. People reading your report will like to see simple, clear
graphics such as pie charts – you don’t need to go into detailed methods to justify and
validate your data. Finally, back up your primary data with secondary data wherever
possible.
There is one further issue to cover before summing up – namely, who is responsible for
carrying out the work? Essentially, the answer is you. This involves handing out
questionnaires, persuading the usherettes to collect them, providing the usherettes with the
information they need to hand out forms and answer questions if necessary and so on. You
can use areas you wouldn’t necessarily think of to support you in some of these tasks, for
example youth groups are often happy to get involved, final year students looking for a
project may be very interested in data gathering for you. Draw on all the extra support you
can, especially work experience children, and research software packages so you are able
to present a game-plan to potential funders to secure yourself software training and so on.
Top 10 dos of market research
• Ask lots of quantitative questions
• Make the questionnaire quick and easy to complete
• Add space for further comments and make use of open-ended questions –
people like to give feedback, particularly on questions such as ‘If you could
change one thing about this venue, what would it be?’. Look for keywords in
answers from these sorts of questions, for example at the Queen’s it was the
carpets, at Bromley the stairs. The process of filling out the form will have made
little things creep into their minds, so provide space for them to express them.
• Add an incentive to complete the form, e.g. a family pantomime ticket. This
can be a tiny incentive, but makes a huge difference to response rate.
• Keep the questionnaire short
• Hand questionnaire to patrons face to face – this gives them the chance to
make real contact.
• Provide pens, tables etc. for ease of completion
• Analyse your data
• Publish results widely – you have done your project for a reason, so make
sure you publish the results, even if they are bad, as it gives you something to

improve on. In addition, publish some results where respondents will be able to
see them. Also publish results for the benefit of the team involved; for example,
usherettes otherwise see no feedback on how their input has affected the
project, so will be pleased to be included in the presentation of findings.
• Learn and adapt the format or the questions for next time. At Queen’s, the
second survey, with its questions informed by results from the first one, had far
more positive responses.
• Always use an even number of tick boxes if you are asking for a response
graded e.g. very good/reasonable/below expectation/dreadful, otherwise
responses will automatically gravitate to the middle box.

Top 10 don’ts of market research
• Don’t ask lots of qualitative questions on a ‘paper’ questionnaire. People won’t
want to give so much detail as this on paper; use a focus group for this sort of
thing instead.
• Don’t make the questionnaire complex or unclear – put yourself in the
respondent’s shoes!
• Don’t ask personal questions at the start of the survey, as this puts people off.
Remember to refer to data protection guidance here too; otherwise you won’t be
able to use your data.
• Don’t try to sell something – the aim of the exercise is to obtain data, not
income. The Marketing Research Society has very clear rules about what you
can and can’t say in a survey.
• Don’t use jargon in your questions.
• Don’t ask questions when you won’t be able to use the data.
• Don’t ask for information you can gather from other sources, unless it is to
check for validity (e.g. a fair representation of your customer base)
• Don’t get hung up on statistics when analysing: the clearer and more simple it
is, the more people will believe it.
• Don’t do a ‘one-off’ project with no follow-up
• Don’t believe everything the patron says. Read everything with a pinch of salt
and don’t start thinking you’re wonderful just because the survey says so.

Useful websites
• www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk
• www.marketresearch.org.uk
• www.artscouncil.org.uk
• www.statistics.gov.uk
• www.ntc.co.uk (Marketing Pocketbook) – actually a print publication, but you
can buy it online

Questions
Q. What is the shelf-life of this sort of research?
A. That depends, but really you need to think about re-running research every 2 years or so.
Q. Can you say something about touring companies carrying out research and the
importance of the relationship between the touring company and the venue in such a case?

A. Communication is very important here. At the Queen’s theatre, a touring dance company
was carrying out a survey of its audience but hadn’t given the venue enough warning, nor
enough training to the usherettes. In addition, they didn’t always provide an address to send
the forms back to! Finally, they didn’t provide any feedback to the venue about the results,
though I think this would have been very helpful and appreciated. So it can work, but you
need to establish good communications between the company and the venue.
Q. We’ve had a lot of questionnaires back that have been very bitty and only partially filled
out. Do you have any advice about this?
A. If it’s always the same questions that are not getting answered, they are probably either
unclearly phrased or too personal, or not the sort of information people want to provide.
Otherwise, I would also recommend that you check your questionnaire isn’t too long, and
think about adding more tick-box questions.
Q. What constitutes a reasonable number of responses?
A. Anything over 5 per cent is usually workable. Anything under this is not necessarily
analysable, but still it can be useful to read it.
Q. To what extent does market research feedback affect a marketing strategy?
A. It affects it all of the time. One piece of research we carried out provided the frequent
response that we should advertise every week in a particular newspaper. We already did –
so we stopped.
Q. You mentioned earlier that some groups of people fill out market research questionnaires
more frequently than others. Is there any way to balance this out?
A. Use focus groups for a wider perspective. Also try to find ways of encouraging underrepresented groups.

How to Build a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Strategy
Katy Raines, DixonRaines

What is CRM?
CRM has three main characteristics:
• Time: it involves a long-term, rather than a short term, perspective and
develops relationships with customers over time;
• Retention/Loyalty: a focus on keeping customers rather than just finding them;
• Dialogue: CRM involves a two-way relationship, a shift away from one-off
sales ‘exchanges’ or ‘transactions’ with the customer to ongoing relationships.
CRM may be further characterised by comparing Transactional Marketing to the
Relationship Marketing/CRM approach:
Transaction Marketing

Relationship Marketing

Focus on single sale

Focus on customer retention

Orientation on product features

Orientation on product benefits

Short time-scale

Long time-scale

Little emphasis on customer service

High customer service emphasis

Limited customer commitment

High customer commitment

Moderate customer contact

High customer contact

Quality is primarily a concern of production

Quality is the concern of all

So, for example focus on a single sale might lead box office staff to try to sell tickets for
‘Vagina Monologues’ to a family without warning them it was inappropriate for children,
whereas a CRM approach would forego the sale in the interests of a more honest
relationship. A focus on the features of a product shifts to emphasising the benefits: how a
product can change your life. Within the organisation, the difference could be illustrated by
whether you have short-term sales targets for each show or longer-term targets for customer
retention.
The benefits of a CRM approach
The main benefits of a CRM approach are that:
• Loyal and satisfied customers buy more;
• It costs less to keep a customer than find a new one;
• It plugs the hole in the ‘leaky bucket’ of customer retention.
The fact that loyal customers buy more is illustrated by the 80/20 rule (the Pareto principle),
i.e. that a small proportion of customers (20 per cent) contribute a disproportionate
percentage of profits (80 per cent).
It is generally reckoned that it is five times more expensive to acquire a customer than to
keep one. On that basis the following illustrates the benefit of a greater emphasis on
retaining customers:
Acquisition emphasis

Retention emphasis

Acquire 6 customers

£120

Acquire 3 customers

£60

Retain 5 customers

£20

Retain 20 customers

£80

Total cost

£140

Total cost

£140

Total customers

11

Total customers

23

Even in the most effective companies, the ‘Leaky Bucket’ effect means an overall loss of
customers. Commercial sector averages suggest a 25 per cent average ‘attrition’ rate
(losing 25 per cent of customer base annually) and 75 per cent average ‘retention’ rate.
When CRM works best
CRM works best when:
• There are many opportunities to interact directly with the customer;
• A new customer feels they are joining a ‘community’ of buyers;
• You have a clearly defined and segmentable customer base.
All of the above fit the arts.
Different products can be characterized according to whether customer interaction (i.e. the
relationship with the company) is direct or indirect, and how frequent those interactions
occur. This is illustrated by the following matrix:

Customer interaction
Interaction frequency

High

Direct

Indirect

Banks

(airlines)

Telecom

packaged goods

Retail

drugs

(airlines)

Low

Personal computers

Furniture
Cars

The best opportunity for making CRM work is in the upper left quadrant, i.e. when there is a
high frequency of direct interaction and this also characterises the arts. Airlines are
interesting because they have recently been moving from indirect to direct customer
interaction so that the intermediary of travel agent is becoming less important as more
people are booking direct with airlines such as Easyjet or Ryanair.
CRM also requires that you have a clearly segmentable customer base. You need to have
enough information about your customers to know spend and frequency of attendance so
that you can segment your customer base by profitability (although value to your
organisation can be expressed in a variety of other ways), as in the following chart:

The key to CRM is that you then address the different customers at each level appropriately
and according to their knowledge and understanding of your organisation.
When CRM doesn’t work
CRM fails more than it succeeds and more often than not the problem is in the
implementation. The things that can typically go wrong are:
• When the whole organisation isn’t focused on a customer orientation. In an

arts context this means that the customer orientation needs to extend beyond
the marketing department to include programming, and other functions;
• When you use one-way communication (stalking customers, not wooing
them!);
• When you measure the wrong things, e.g. by setting sales targets rather than
targets for customer frequency and retention;
• When it’s led by technology (get the thinking right first… CRM is more than
just a bit of software!);
• When you treat customers all the same (treat customers appropriately to their
needs and their value to the company and, for example, don’t mail inappropriate
print);
• Poor data manipulation (you must have accurate data and the ability to
segment it properly - one particular problem here is the tendency for duplicate
records to appear on a database.)

CRM and the arts
According to a survey carried out by Katy Raines in January 2005 with around thirty UK
performing arts organisations, on average, the organisations surveyed were retaining no
more than 35-40 per cent of their customers, which means they are losing almost two-thirds
of their audience annually. This is of particular concern if retained customers are worth
twice as much in ticket spend and the costs of acquiring new customers around five times
more.
The following table projects the loss of customers over an extended time period for different
rates of retention and suggests that using the average for organisations surveyed,
performing arts organisations would be suffering a very serious loss in terms of customers.

The survey also found that two-thirds of customers were only coming once to the sampled
organisations, that they had a very small and loyal audience of regular attenders who were
worth nine times as much as the once-only attenders.
The averages for the arts organisation in the survey are illustrated in the following chart:

Relatively small increases in customer retention can make a very significant improvement in
income, as illustrated in the following projection, where a 5 per cent increase in retention
would deliver the following increase in revenue:

A CRM-led approach also has great benefits in terms of the potential for maximising
fundraising, because average gifts tend to be higher from more frequently attending
customers. The potential difference in income for a typical theatre becoming more CRM-led
is illustrated below:

In this instance they have very limited potential for fundraising, as the most likely prospects

represent only 2 per cent of the audience base. Moving customers up the pyramid vastly
improves their overall income generation potential.
A joined up approach
The benefits of a CRM approach from both frequency of attendance and fundraising can be
maximised if a ‘joined-up’ approach is adopted. An example of this from my own work, as
director of marketing and development for a large-scale regional theatre is shown below.
By managing the relationships through marketing activity i.e. increasing frequency of
attendance, we were able to maximise our ticket income and ensure a solid base of
advocates for the organisation. Within 3 years we had moved from the brink of closure to
regularly being the top selling venue on many West End touring productions.
Secondly, by putting in place a membership scheme that encouraged progression, and with
clear incentives for retention, we doubled our Friends membership in only eighteen months.
Thirdly, which is really where a lot of this was leading, we had laid the groundwork for an
individual giving campaign, for which we used The Phone Room, and at the time we
grossed more income per customer than any other regional venue with which they had
worked.

CRM implementation
The survey of arts organisations also looked at some of the reasons why levels of customer
retention were so low, which suggested four main reasons:
• Budgets and targets were short rather than long-term;
• Marketing budgets were primarily spent on acquisition;
• There were no appropriate measures for CRM;
• Direct marketing and communication were poorly executed.

Create your own basic CRM strategy
There are four main steps in creating your own basic CRM strategy:
• Know where you are now
• Identify where you can improve
• Decide how best to do it
• See if it’s worked

Drawing together the various approaches discussed in the paper, that process can be
illustrated as follows:

Have we achieved good CRM?
You know that you have a good CRM approach if:
• There is a good understanding and awareness of the purpose of CRM within
the organisation;
• Strategies are in place for developing customer loyalty;
• Effective and aligned measures are undertaken to measure the effectiveness
of CRM tactics;
• Communication is personal and customised;
• Appropriate data is collected and maintained and systems are in place to
support customer segmentation.

New Work for New Audiences and Evaluating Classic FM Support for
Orchestral Concerts
Lucy Shorrocks, Welsh National Opera and Giles Pearman, Classic FM

New Work for New Audiences
This presentation will begin with a look at:
• How reaching new audiences affects your organisation, particularly when
making it a central plank of your work;
• The history – WNO’s previous behaviour (looking at a project that went wrong
as well as a success story);
• The Chorus! Case study, including the campaign, results and legacy; and
• Conclusions.
Although this presentation focuses on a specific event aimed at new audiences, it is
important to be clear that new work is not the only, or even necessarily the best, way of
attracting new audiences. Indeed WNO aims to put opera on the ‘going out’ agenda for new
audiences more generally by:
• Offering 250 tickets for every WNO performance at the Wales Millennium
Centre at £5 (when WNO moved into the Millennium Centre it doubled the
capacity of the house and a new pricing strategy was put in place, including
reducing the top price from £47 to £35 and offering £5 tickets that could be
booked in advance);
• Conducting special promotion campaigns de-mystifying opera for those who
have not tried it before;
• The fresh2opera website which has won numerous awards and uses
accessible language;
• Extensive education and outreach work (including new commissions);
• Specially commissioned work.
First of all, the story of WNO’s Carmen. The Education Director was keen on the idea of a
one hour, one act Carmen which would have the passion and the punch to attract new
audiences. Tickets were £10 and it was a big undertaking, utilising the full WNO resources
(orchestra, chorus and principals). Performances were staged at 1.30pm and 6.30pm (the
latter to reach the ‘commuter audience’) and it was aimed at people new to opera. However,
there were a number of issues with the project:
• Confusion over who the event was for, and although the 1.30pm performances
sold well to schools, the 6.30pm performances didn’t attract a commuter
audience;
• As the project was to attract ‘new people’ there wasn’t any specific targeting of
particular groups;
• The venues were not involved in the detailed planning of the project: WNO
depends on its relationships with its tour venues and they were nervous about

losing a main scale show, as well as concerns over the timing of the
performances and the abridged nature;
• Because the performance was only one hour it did not deliver the full impact of
the opera experience;
• Low audiences, with the evening performances averaging only 300 (a
respectable number but not ideal in the context of a 1,500 seat house).
As a result Chorus! was approached in a very different way:
• There was a clear aim to develop a new audience for opera through a
specially commissioned work;
• There was a more specific target audience, in the form of ballet and musical
attenders (i.e. people who were happy to spend time in theatres and used to a
strong non-spoken/musical element, so relatively soft targets);
• Media partnerships were created to reach listeners and readerships;
• Ensuring that the legacy of Chorus! was fundamental to the campaign
planning, so that when we were talking about how to reach people the next
sentence was immediately discussing what would be done with them next;
• Although the project was initiated by particular elements of the organisation it
was owned by the whole management team;
• The project was given real artistic pedigree, directed by David Poutney and
using his international reputation to give it a mark of quality;
• Accessible pricing, positioned at £10 per ticket, although some of the venues
were nervous about losing income so some were charging as much as £18.50
(although most were £10-£15).
In terms of the campaign itself, the focus was:
• Strong editorial presence;
• UK national advertising;
• Direct mail to ballet and musicals attenders (offering an information pack,
follow up deals and an information desk in the foyer);
• The right legacy deals (i.e. what they do next) was a crucial part of the
campaign: these people want La Traviata on a Saturday night not an unknown
opera on a Wednesday evening and this meant taking a financial hit on some of
those shows on Saturdays nights that we could have been selling to (again the
management ownership was crucial here);
• E-flyer and micro-site.
The show was:
• Critically acclaimed;
• The programme was treated differently (so, instead of academic articles, there
were interviews with the chorus and particular pieces were signposted for the
rest of the repertoire so the audience could find out more);
• Post-show discussions with two of the chorus and the chorus master;
• The audience reached 700 a night – more than double the audience for
Carmen.
When we did the analysis of what made the audience book we found the following:

The response to the e-flyer and Classic FM were almost double the norm.
It is important to be aware that reaching new audiences affects your organisation in a
number of different ways. The biggest problem WNO faced was the core audience who,
either because they didn’t fancy what else was on or had because they had already seen it,
wanted to attend Chorus! (which had been well-reviewed and was perceived as exciting).
This had major implications, in terms of displacing Turandot income and in terms of affecting
the event (as the regulars turned up in black tie and asked questions at the post-show
discussions that demonstrated a level of knowledge, fan-dom and expertise that could make
new audiences feel like outsiders). Another economic implication was the legacy offering –
ensuring the audience could be taken on a journey meant offering top price tickets on a
Saturday night that could have been sold for more money.
In terms of the managerial implications, it is essential to have management buy in. There
was also significant impact in terms of communications – WNO had to think long and hard
about the language that was used and challenge the usual assumptions and shorthand that
you can slip into when communicating with a well-informed core. This highlights the need to
revisit everything about your ways of working and whether they are appropriate for this
different audience. In terms of the results, there was a significant range, including 28 per
cent in Oxford who had never booked before for opera to 89 per cent in Bristol – over 1,000
people. The legacy offering was a 2 for 1 for La Traviata or an Italian double bill. Bristol had
the highest take-up of the follow-up offer with 60 tickets. This might sound like quite low
retention, but remember that 60 per cent attend only once every three years, so having got
new audiences back within a year is exceptional. To get a full picture of the legacy, these
individuals will need to be tracked over a 3-5 year period.
In conclusion:
• Experiment and learn from your mistakes. If we hadn’t done Carmen we
would not have done such a good job with Chorus! There tends to be a pain
barrier and as long as you learn from your mistakes things will get better the
second or third time that you do them
• Exploit all the partnerships you have and think laterally about them: Classic
FM was incredibly valuable for us, along with the local press and sponsors who
introduced or suggested people; with a project like this you need to get different
people excited, so exploit your networks, rather than falling back on the normal
constituency;
• Ensure the initiative is owned by the management team/whole organisation;
• Lobby to ensure that everyone realises that developing audiences is an
ongoing process (you can’t just do a project and then abandon them).
•

An evaluation of Classic FM support for orchestral concerts

This research project was commissioned from an independent research organisation by Arts
Council England. Classic FM aims to create more access to classical music, but has to
have a structured approach and tight restrictions in terms of how it works with organisations
(because it would be impossible to have partnerships with everyone).

At the base of the pyramid is airtime, through Classic FM box office – a cheaper route to
market for organisations to talk about their events. As this takes the form of live reads by
presenters it is almost like an endorsement and the listeners see this as a service.
The objectives of the research were to find out:
• The degree to which Classic FM support has attracted attendees to presenting
venues
• The degree the campaign has attracted first-time attendees; encouraged
greater frequency of attendance and/or stimulated lapsed attendees
• To understand the hierarchy of motivational factors that have encouraged
attendance.
The research was based on a broad mix of methodologies, including:
• Analysis of box office records;
• A postal survey distributed to 3,986 attendees at both Classic FM supported
and non-supported concerts, achieving a sample of 1,502 (37.6 per cent
response rate);
• Two focus groups held in London with new and lapsed attendees at Classic
FM supported concerts;
• Telephone interviews with 111 individuals.
The study was undertaken from May to October 2004 and focused on comparing the
audiences for the following concerts:
• Classic FM supported concerts: concerts that received significant on-air and
on-line support and promotion, inclusion of Classic FM in the name of the
concert and significant Classic FM branding at the concert itself, including:
− Mostly Mozart, Barbican Centre, London (1st and 2nd August 2003),
− The Philharmonia at De Montfort Hall, Leicester (22nd October 2003),
− The LSO at The Barbican Centre, London (13th and 14th November 2003),
− The RLPO at the Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool (19th and 20th November
2003);
• Non-supported concerts: concerts that did not receive any on-air support from

Classic FM, including:
− The LSO at the Barbican Centre, London (3rd and 11th December 2003),
− The RLPO at the Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool (13th March 2004),
− Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra at the Anvil, Basingstoke.
The findings across all of the supported concerts were as follows:
• A more upmarket concert audience: 34 per cent of audiences at supported
concerts were social grade AB compared to 29 per cent of non-supported
concerts;
• An audience that attends concerts more often: 30 per cent at Classic FM
supported concerts booked multiple concerts, compared with 22 per cent of
those going to non-supported concerts;
• An audience that attends other cultural events: those attending Classic FM
supported concerts go to art galleries/exhibitions more frequently than nonsupported concerts;
• A responsive audience: of those people who heard about a concert on the
radio, 82 per cent cited Classic FM as the place where they heard it and as the
motivation to go;
• A concert-going audience: just over eight out of ten concert-goers say that
they listen to Classic FM.
Looking at specific audiences:
• For the Philharmonia, over 18 per cent of attendees at supported concerts are new
bookers compared with 6.3 per cent for non-supported concerts and 15 per cent
came because of hearing about the concert on radio and the majority of these (87
per cent) heard about it on Classic FM.
• For Mostly Mozart at the Barbican (a series designed for first time concert
attenders) 38 per cent of all bookers were booking for the first time and these
attenders were four times more likely to have been motivated by radio (37 per cent
compared with a study average of 9 per cent), with 88 per cent of those responding
to an advertisement having heard about the concert on Classic FM.
• For the RLPO, 88 per cent of those questioned had heard an RLPO feature on
Classic FM and 23 per cent had booked tickets as a result.
In conclusion, Arts Council England found that Classic FM supported concerts create an
audience that:
• is more upmarket,
• is more likely to attend concerts more often,
• has a higher percentage of first timers to concerts,
• already listens to Classic FM,
• is very responsive to radio advertising.
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the Glasgow Royal Concert Hall, Edinburgh International Festival, TAG Theatre, Distilled
New York, Kenny Hunter (and a number of other contemporary artists) and the
Federation of Scottish Theatre. Lucy is now director of marketing at Welsh National
Opera.

Kathryn Swain began her ticketing career as a box office cashier in Geelong Australia,
before moving on to work at the Melbourne International Comedy Festival, the Australian
Ballet and introducing the role of box office manager at the Clocktower Centre in
Melbourne.
After eight years experience using PASS1 and PASS2 Kathryn moved from Australia to
England to work for Tickets.com in 2001, where she was employed as a senior support
consultant for (you guessed it) PASS2. In 2001 she also completed her masters degree
in arts and entertainment management. Kathryn is now the channel sales manager for
visitor attractions – and spends a lot of time in the Tower of London!

